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Annemarie Hoyer 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

The objective of this study is to develop a technique to predict onset of cracking and 

ultimately failure of materials exposed to neutronic bombardment.  Beryllium is 

commonly used in research reactors as a reflector material and is capable of reducing the 

neutron energy and multiplies the neutrons so the compact reactor core keeps running at 

an appropriate level.  Thus, the importance of knowing when a beryllium structural 

material will fail in the nuclear community is of utmost importance.   

 

There is a need to predict cracks for beryllium material scaled on energy partitioning and 

not just an empirical fluence scaling.  Since there is limited literature on beryllium 

failures, the research here will use beryllium as a surrogate material upon which to apply 

the new technique.  Its unique molecular structure moderates high energy neutrons while 

allowing thermal neutrons to pass through more easily.  However, high energy neutron 

interactions cause atomic lattice changes and transmutations.  Those atomic changes give 

rise to macroscopic material property changes.  A result of changing properties is that 

field parameters like temperature and stress can increase and lead to potential material 

failure.  Being able to predict the time when a likely failure will occur can help ensure 

LIFETIME ANALYSIS OF IRRADIATED 

BERYLLIUM IN RESEARCH REACTORS 



xvi 

 

that the reflector be replaced in a timely manner.  An observed failure determined the 

lifetime of a previous reflector design with beam port holes that is no longer utilized.   

 

To demonstrate the validity of the technique, one case studies was used to match a known 

failure location and time.  Additionally, two additional case studies with unobserved 

failure times are included and the goal is to analyze the detailed thermal/structural 

behavior of the beryllium reflectors at MURR in order to determine lifespan of irradiated 

beryllium, and possibly other materials.  The study will use Monte Carlo N-Particle 

(MCNP) models of each reactor to capture localized gamma heating and the tritium and 

helium gas distribution within the beryllium due to its transmutation.  

 

Using the historical failure as a reference point, other failure modes were ruled outed, 

leading the hypothesis that cracks forming caused by manufacturing flaws and material 

transmutation are the likely failure mechanism.  The research relies on material 

degradation and fracture mechanics to explain why and how a material exposed to 

radiation in a pool breaks down and ultimately fails.  The research helps support reactors 

by finding a scientific manner in which to estimate failure in irradiated materials. Many 

methods used currently rely on empirical correlations, different modes of fractures, or 

observed failures.  The new technique allows projections of lifetime based on the 

irradiation energy distribution and partitioning.  New lifetime projections for MURR are 

suggested. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1 

 

1.1. NUCLEAR MATERIALS FAILURE INTRODUCTION 

In order to function, nuclear reactors need a concentration of neutrons in the core, which are 

created by the uranium in the nuclear fuel, but at energy levels which is not useful for the reactor. 

Beryllium is capable of reducing the neutron energy and multiplies the neutrons so the compact 

reactor core keeps running at the critical level [1].  Thus, the importance of knowing when a 

structural material will fail in the nuclear community is of utmost importance.  As stated in the 

abstract, the surrogate material used to demonstrate a lifetime prediction process is beryllium.  A 

beryllium reflector failure inside a research reactor would prevent core criticality and the reactor 

would need to be shut down for time- and financial-costly repairs including the removal of the 

broken reflector, which can be difficult due to broken pieces becoming lodged in the channel.  

Any down time will stop production of isotopes, such as necessary medical isotopes for medical 

imaging, and will also stop other ongoing important research. 

 

The approach that is described in the following chapters illustrates the development of a method 

to evaluate structural materials exposed to radiation.  Since knowing when a material will fail 

can be very useful in the nuclear community, a lifetime prediction is extremely useful to the 

overall safety of operating a reactor.  The technique is novel because actual material degradation 

or material metamorphosis is included in the fracture analysis while historical methods typically 

scale failure based on a known failure point.  So far, a method that takes into account material 
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property degradation due to neutron damage and fracture mechanics together has not been found 

yet.  Some exist for pressure vessels which are primarily steels and are discussed in the next 

section.  “Many of the degradation modes are highly dependent on number of different variables, 

creating a complex scenario for evaluating long-term operation.  A science-based approach is 

critical to resolving these issues [2].”  The technique described here has been devised so that it 

may be used with a wide variety of low ductile materials and reactors with different nuclear 

fluxes, with low cycles and low stress amplitudes.   

 

1.2. LITERATURE RESEARCH FAILURE PREDICTION 

Typically, more data and analysis was found on ferritic steels such as those used in pressure 

vessels in reactors which produce helium and hydrogen gas as radiation by-products.  The 

sources shown here tend to agree that by observation, the failure is clearly fracture; thus, fracture 

mechanics tends to fit the failure mode [3], [4], [5], [6].  One source suggests that material 

degradation is due to environmental conditions, low cycle fatigue and neutronic embrittlement, 

but fail to provide evidence of how to quantify material change and how quickly materials can 

change [3].  Another source was interested in steels and welds.  Fracture is possible; however, 

but not a crack induced failure since weld stress tend to be near the yield strength already or if 

heat treated, the weld stress can still retain at least 30% yield stress known as residual stresses.  

This type of fracture failure is known as cleavage fracture which is occurs mostly in steels.  

Other sources tends to rely on temperature changes as an explanation for why properties, such as 

fracture toughness changes, since some reactors can be as hot as 450° C [4].  Another paper tries 

to determine the fracture mechanics behavior of an alloy, a heat resistant Fe-Ni-Cr superalloy 

that is strengthened.  However, the sample used in this source is considered to have very high 
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ductility and being ductile, the authors submitted that fatigue-cracks were the reason for failure, 

exacerbated by crack propagation fracture mechanics.  The fracture toughness of this alloy 

ranges from 129 MPa-m1/2 to 35 MPa-m1/2 [5].  The literary research uncovered very few papers 

with the following conditions: low-ductility (low initial fracture toughness), low neutron 

strength, low number of cycles, low temperatures, material models based on irradiation fluence 

and porosity, and gas production. 

 

During a literature search, a very limited amount of data was available for failure prediction of 

beryllium.  Thus, because information was lacking on this material, the new technique devised 

will use beryllium to as the target material upon which the method will be tested.  Beryllium is 

used typically in research reactors.  Types of reactor designs that utilize beryllium or graphite 

reflectors are the common pool type design which is typical for research reactors [7] and the 

Training, Research, Isotopes, General Atomics (TRIGA) reactors, like the proposed reactor in 

Utah [8].   

 

1.3. BERYLLIUM MATERIAL BACKGROUND 

Research reactors continue to use beryllium reflectors due to its unique molecular abilities to 

moderate neutron energy and to reflect neutrons back into the core in order to increase the 

thermal neutron flux.  Under neutron bombardment, beryllium tends to act as a neutron 

moderator, which reduces the speeds of fast neutrons.  An elastic collision of a neutron with a 

particle of equal or similar mass is the most efficient way to transfer energy.  Therefore, it is the 

atomic number (mass) of beryllium, which has excellent moderation and reflection attributes for 

a rather low density.  However, Beryllium is more dense than most low atomic number elements.  
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Fortunately, for nuclear reactors, beryllium has a very high melting point of 1280 °C and is 

highly resistant to corrosion because the surface forms a thin oxidation film, much like 

aluminum.  These are just some of the factors that make beryllium such an ideal material for 

reactors.   

 

Additionally, beryllium is used in space.  From a different perspective, beryllium has been useful 

to NASA in many ways.  From NASA’s earliest days, beryllium heat shields protected Mercury 

spacecraft during re-entry.  Scientists, designers, and engineers continue to depend on this stiff, 

lightweight and versatile material to meet their most demanding challenges.  Beryllium serves on 

current NASA vehicles including the Space Shuttle, where it adds strength, dissipates heat and 

lightens weight in window frames and door systems. Beryllium components also fly in the 

Spitzer Space Telescope.  More recently, it has been suggested that shielding materials 

impregnated with materials like beryllium would absorb and/or reflector the by-products of 

primary particles (i.e. secondary neutrons), which can penetrate spacecraft and are harmful to 

both humans and electronics [9].  Depending on the strength of radiation, the analysis could 

potentially be applied to space exploration.  The inner Van Allen belt is populated of protons 

with energy levels up to approximately 400 MeV whereas the outer belt is dominated by 

electrons with energy levels around 7 MeV [10].   

 

Beryllium is a lightweight material with thermal and structural properties that make it ideal to 

use in nuclear applications, such as core reflectors.  However, beryllium reflectors are only 

manufactured in a few facilities in the world: Materion (formerly known as Brush Wellman) in 

the United States, Brazil, China, and Russia.  Thus, replacements are quite costly. 
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The reflector is heated as a result of the nuclear reaction and nuclear transmutation.  The 

University of Missouri Research Reactor (MURR) is cooled by water at 45 °C that flows in the 

axial direction of the reflector.  Since the result of the nuclear reactor core and transmutation 

process is thermal heating, the highest temperatures are seen near the middle of the reflector and 

are noted to be the peak flux region of the reflector while the top and bottom edges of the 

reflector do not see as much of a temperature increase.  The reflector is located just outside the 

pressure vessel that houses the curved fuel plates, shown in Fig.  1-1.  The control blades may be 

lowered to shift the peak neutron flux lower if necessary.   

 

Fig.  1-1.  Cross section reactor illustration complete with core, reflector and sample positions. 

 

However, in light of all the positive attributes, irradiated beryllium is treated much like a double-

edged sword: irradiated material can still be radioactive and regardless of irradiation, beryllium 

dust itself is highly toxic, leading to poisoning of the lungs and causing fibrosis (i.e. berylliosis).  

This is why literature revealed very little information on beryllium since it is toxic. 
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1.4. BERYLLIUM CASE STUDIES 

Currently, there are three research reactors that plan to provide (or have already provided) 

information on each specific reactor to participate in the prediction of beryllium reflector failure.  

The first is the MURR, along with the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) at Idaho National 

Laboratory (INL) and High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

(ORNL). 

 

To test the new approach that includes brittle fracture and material degradation in the stress 

analysis, one case study was done to validate the technique and two other case studies were 

provided as merely projections.  The first case is the beryllium reflector that was installed in 

MURR in 1966, the second case is the current reflector installed in MURR, and the final case 

will be the current reflector installed under different fuel.  In the future, a case should be devoted 

to the ATR beryllium reflector, since INL records cracks and failures more meticulously. 
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CHAPTER 2 MODELS 

Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1 

 

2.1. NEUTRONIC RADIATION DAMAGE CONCEPT 

Materials exposed to neutronic bombardment (neutrons are from core fission reaction) are 

damaged.  Irradiation displaces an atom from its site, leaving a vacancy behind, and the 

displaced atom eventually comes to rest in a location within the lattice structure elsewhere.  The 

radiation damage event is finished when the displaced atom, or the primary knock-on atom, 

PDA, comes to rest in the lattice as an interstitial [11].  Now an interstitial, the election-proton 

charge balance can become unbalanced.  The interstitial-vacancy pair is known as a Frenkel pair.  

The mechanical effects of irradiation result in additional stress and effective material property 

changes.  

  

Fig.  2-1.   Schematic of neutron damage. 
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The damage in a material creates defects, that can create larger defects, leading to embrittlement 

of materials.  The damage describe here happens due to highly energized neutrons, but damage 

can also be caused by electron and proton particles as well.  Examples of neutronic damage are 

shown in Fig.  2-1 [11], [12].   Fast neutrons will bypass orbiting electrons and occasionally 

crash directly into an atomic nucleus, knocking out large particles such as alpha particles, 

protons, or larger fragments of the nucleus. Two example collisions are with carbon or oxygen 

nuclei. The particles created will themselves then set about ionizing nearby electrons. A slow 

neutron will not have the energy to knock out large particles when it strikes a nucleus. Instead, 

the neutron and the nucleus will bounce off each other, like billiard balls. 

 

However, like any other material, the beryllium molecular structure is altered during neutron 

irradiation by thermal damage, by displacement damage and by transmutation.  Thus, the 

damaged or failed reflector must be replaced routinely.  The transmutation of beryllium atoms is 

shown in Eqs (2.1) through (2.5).  Most neutrons will reflect back into the core; however, a 

portion of these neutrons will interact with the beryllium atoms.  When a single beryllium 

isotope undergoes reaction with an thermal neutron (E> 0.1 MeV), the beryllium atom absorbs 

the neutron, thus contains 6 neutrons and 4 protons.  This unstable atom breaks into a stable 

helium atom (2 protons and 2 neutrons) and an unstable helium atom with 2 protons and 4 

neutrons.   The unstable helium atom decays again, releasing a negative beta particle (also 

known as an electron from the nucleus and thus leaving an extra proton) to become stable 

lithium, with 3 protons and 3 neutrons.  When a neutron interacts with a stable lithium atom, the 

lithium absorbs the neutron, becoming unstable with 3 protons and 4 neutrons.  This unstable 

lithium breakdown into stable helium (2 protons and 2 neutrons) and tritium, which further 
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decays by releasing another negatively charged beta particle from a neutron and leaving behind 

another extra proton.  Thus, the lithium becomes another semi-stable helium with 2 protons and 

1 neutron.  Lastly, an extra proton is released when a neutron interacts with the semi-stable 

helium becoming tritium.  Overall, the net fast neutron reaction with 9Be results in helium and 

tritium atoms [13].   

 
  

(2.1) 

 
  

(2.2) 

 
  

(2.3) 

 
  

(2.4) 

 
  

(2.5) 

The next figure shows a graphical representation of the equations above.  Please note that the 

notation in the figure is mere a tool to understand the divvying up of protons and neutrons.  In 

Fig.  2-2, the notation is as follows: the first number is the total in the nucleus, the second 

number is the protons and the third number is the neutrons.  Note that the decay process could go 

further; however, this is sufficient in time to capture the life of a reflector. 
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Fig.  2-2.  Graphical breakdown of beryllium nuclear reaction. 

 

Over time, the number of helium and tritium atoms increase and do not significantly diffuse from 

the reflector.  The consistent production of helium and tritium gas trapped in the beryllium leads 

to swelling.  Because the thermal flux is not uniform, the gas production is non-uniform within 

the reflector which in turn can result in additional mechanical stresses. 
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2.2. MATERIAL MODELS 

Since beryllium atoms are being knocked around and relocated, it is simply enough to assume 

that overall material properties must change over time.  Thus, irradiation induces material 

property changes.  Therefore, all irradiated materials experience some type of property change, 

due to the presence of radioactive gases or physical damage done to the material atomic 

structure.  Typically, yield strength increases with both fluence and temperature [14].  The 

ultimate tensile strength sees a similar increase due to the material becoming harder.  However, 

if the test results in a brittle fracture (rather than a yield type failure), which generally means that 

the material experiences a much higher fluence, the fracture strength has been greatly reduced.  

Additionally, a material that experiences high fluence will typically have decreased tensile 

elongation.  Other properties such as thermal conductivity will see a decrease in a material’s 

ability to conduct energy when exposed to radiation.  Similarly, fracture toughness also reduces 

as fluence exposure increases.  However, there has been some discussion as to whether the 

modulus of elasticity changes.  If a porosity model is to be used, then clearly the elastic modulus 

reduces.  However, tensile test plots for pure metal typically show that there is little to no change 

in the slope of the elastic region, such as Fig.  2-3 [15].  In that figure, the slope of the 

unirradiated elastic region and the slope of the most irradiated sample at 0.91 dpa (displacement 

per atom) appear to have very similar slopes for similar modulus of elasticity. 
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Fig.  2-3.   Engineering stress vs strain for unirradiated/irradiated copper. 

 

Lastly, irradiation creates voids.  Literary review of voids for HIP’d grade beryllium suggest that 

there are no extensive chains of voids in any direction, meaning that there are no long voids that 

could be seen as large cracks [16].  The voids appeared to mainly distribute along the grain 

boundaries and the character of distribution did not seem to depend on the section plane that was 

selected for examination.  All voids tend to have a shape of a polygon with smoothed angles 

[16].  See Fig.  2-4 for image of beryllium with gas pores and voids.  Due to the non-uniform 

neutron bombardment through the thickness of the beryllium, the gas pores and voids tend to be 

non-uniform as well. 
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Fig.  2-4.   Voids and pores of irradiated Russian beryllium grades TIP and DIP (HIP). 

 

Thermal creep stress was not likely for the cases studied since the temperature was much too low 

and at most will only contribute to existing stresses around 15-20 MPa [17]. 

 

2.3. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY FLUENCE MODEL 

Finding a thermal conductivity model for irradiated beryllium was difficult.  A few models for 

hot pressed beryllium were available but were done in the presence of only fast neutrons (E > 1 

MeV) and this was the wrong energy spectrum because approximately 10% of the neutrons are 

fast neutrons (E > 1 MeV) while 90% are thermal neutrons (E > 0.1 MeV) in the research 

reactors.  While some fast neutrons still reach the reflector, the majority of neutrons that 

bombard the reflector in a pool reactor are mostly thermal neutrons.  This is due to the hydrogen 
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in the water that slows down the neutron by elastic scattering.  Since the case studies deal with 

MURR reflector, it was helpful to find data associated with beryllium S-200-FH, the grade 

currently used in the reactor.  Further explanation for this grade is provided in the last section of 

this chapter.   

 

Several papers authored by V.P. Chakin were found to be particularly helpful by sharing some 

data on irradiated beryllium.  It is important to note here that the samples labeled as TIP and DIP 

are manufactured by HIP-ing process which matches the beryllium grade used in the case 

studies.  However, it is known the specific type of S-200-FH beryllium will have a thermal 

conductivity near 182 W/mK, at room temperature and unirradiated.  Both TIP and DIP grades 

are comparable to Materion’s S-200-FH because these Russian grades possess similar 

unirradiated mechanical material properties at room temperature [18, 16].  Additional, the HIP’d 

beryllium grade tends to behave macroscopically as isotropic, which is very convenient [19]. 

 

The thermal conductivity model is a combination of two papers with data.  The first set comes 

from Chakin’s “Radiation Damage in Beryllium at 70-440 °C and Neutron Fluence (0.3 – 18) 

1022 n/cm2 (E > 0.1 MeV) [18].”  Thermal conductivity for the TIP/DIP grades are plotted as a 

function of fluence.  Using Engauge Digitizer software, the data was extracted to be used in 

further calculations [20].  However, the data from this paper is only available for fluences up to 2 

(1022) n/cm2.  Further digging found additional papers that showed that thermal conductivity for 

HIP grades reduces until approximately 50 W/mK and flattens off at that point [19].  Below, 

shows the summary of data collected with corresponding fluences values [18, 19]. 
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Table 2-1.   Summary of thermal conductivity with corresponding irradiation fluences. 

Temperature °C Fluence (1022 n/cm²) Thermal Conductivity (W/mK) 

70 0 172 

70 0.0658 169.231 

70 1.64474 100 

70 2 102 

70 12 45 

 

 

   

(2.6) 

After determining thermal conductivity as a function of fluence, it is possible to plot thermal 

conductivity as a function of time, given a certain flux in order which is easier units to report.  

Referring back to Table 2-1, time (seconds) may be found by dividing the known fluence of each 

section by the flux of each discrete location, as shown in Eq. (2.6).  Therefore, at each point in 

time, the thermal conductivity is known at 15 discrete points, see Fig.  3-4 for locations.  In the 

commercial FEA package ABAQUS, a subroutine is needed to apply a property that is a function 

of two locations (radius and height) out of three (independent in theta) [21].  The user defined 

field code is in Appendix A.  It is important to note that when entering the tabular material 

property to add two fields (FLDs).  The first column was chosen to be the radius location, while 

the second column was chosen to be the height location.  Since the user defined subroutine uses 

the default global coordinate, it was necessary to convert X and Z coordinates into radial, while Y 

was still associated with height of model.  

 

2.4. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY POROSITY MODEL 

Now that there is a model that predicts thermal conductivity as a function of time or fluence, this 
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model does nothing to extend the quality of damage to other properties.  However, a hypothesis 

suggests that since gas is produced and does not diffuse out, the beryllium must decrease.  The 

idea to be utilized is that the gas produced creates pockets or pores.  Thus, porosity becomes an 

interesting property in this analysis.  Since most other material properties can be written as 

functions of porosity, equations with porosity as an independent variable are more readily 

available then irradiated data.  In the following equation, Eq. (2.7), the correlation is “claimed to 

be a relatively good fit to data of both vacuum hot pressed and foam (low-density) beryllium for 

porosities up to 50% [22].”  Small levels of impurities and displacement damage above 300 K 

appear to have little effect on the thermal conductivity of beryllium.  However, the presence of 

as-fabricated porosity and/or helium bubbles due to irradiation can cause a large reduction in the 

effective thermal conductivity of this material.  While there is no universal law for the 

degradation in conductivity with porosity volume fraction (p) because of the wide variations in 

pore size, shape and distribution, the following gives a reasonable fit to the data for HP and foam 

beryllium [23].  Several other journal papers utilize the expression in Eq. (2.7), [23, 24, 25, 26, 

27].  The following equation is used to solve for porosity. 

 

   

(2.7) 

Some of the references mentioned do utilize temperature effects; however, this is not necessary 

given the reoccurring temperature that the material is exposed to does not increase.  The research 

here makes the assumption that there is little change in thermal conductivity due to temperature, 

but more changes due to fluence and therefore porosity.   In the next figure, Fig.  2-5, two plots 

of thermal conductivity are shown, with the hollow circle points plotting unirradiated thermal 

conductivity vs temperature (°C), while the black circles points are irradiated beryllium up to a 
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fluence of 2.0 (1022) n/cm2 (E > 0.1 MeV) [28].  Here, it is evident that temperature has very 

little effect on thermal conductivity of irradiated material.  The irradiation reported is with 

thermal neutrons up to fluences of 2 (1022) n/cm2 (E > 0.1 MeV). 

 

Fig.  2-5.   Temperature dependence of thermal conductivity of TE-56 beryllium along the axis, with initial state (○) and after 

irradiation at 70 C up to fluence of 2 (1022) n/cm2 (E > 0.1 MeV) (●). 

 

2.5. MODULUS OF ELASTICITY MODELS 

There is an on-going debate as to whether Young’s modulus is affected by irradiation.  Several 

articles suggest that there is no change or that Young’s modulus is relatively insensitive to 

irradiation effects [23, 24, 25, 26].  Most correlations are dependent on some porosity change, 

but mostly temperature change. 

 

However, on a molecular scale, as more gas is produced, more pores exist.  As pores are created, 

the apparent area that sustains loads is reduced.  Since the load never reduces and material is 

converted, the assumption is Young’s modulus in fact reduces linearly with porosity correlation, 
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shown in Eq. (2.8).  Note that porosity is the volume of pore divided by total volume. 

    (2.8) 

Since it is unclear as to whether or not the modulus of elasticity is affected, both models can be 

used to create a range of potential solutions. 

 

2.6. FRACTURE TOUGHNESS MODEL 

Fracture toughness was a harder material property to find an equation based on porosity.  Here, 

the linear model, similar to Eq. (2.8), is not appropriate.  A paper on organo-silicate glass offered 

an idea.  This paper attempts to predict failure modes for low-κ dielectrics by way of mechanical 

properties using experiments [29].  However, the theoretical equations were based on two 

aspects: 1.) Open or closed cells and 2.) assumes fracture toughness is increasing, as is porosity.  

Shown in Fig.  2-6, the difference can be seen in closed versus open cells and the cell formation 

generally follows a hexagonal shape, but not always [30].  The similarity in the beryllium versus 

organo-silicate lies with the pores, which cannot be easily discerned and are considered nano-

pores [29]. 
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Fig.  2-6.   Illustration of (left) closed cells and (right) open cells. 

 

The following expression, Eq. (2.9) shows how fracture toughness changes with porosity, where 

KIC
* is the fracture toughness of a material, at an irradiated porosity value, p*. 

 

 
(2.9) 

2.7. IRRADIATION SWELLING APPROACH 

The swelling model is approached by using data provided by the reactor history.  As shown 

before, some models prefer to use correlations.  However, the data is not usable directly.  As a 

material data input, swelling is entered as a strain rate and can be calculated over specified time 

period.  It became necessary to take the gas production data and turn these values into strain 

(swelling) rates.  To do this, the current research work attempts to use Van der Waals gas law 

[31].  Van der Waals equations of state are very attractive to this project because the gas 

production data takes into account temperature, fluence, potential change in flux over time and of 

course, gas production itself (nonlinear behavior, interstitial atoms, filling voids, etc.).  

Additionally, helium is a noble and inert gas; therefore, mixing is not an issue.  This approach 

takes the gas production (in atoms/cm³ of beryllium) and returns swelling.  It is important to note 
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that the gas production must first be converted from appm (atoms of helium per one million 

atoms of beryllium) to helium atoms per volume of beryllium.  Also, this method tends to exhibit 

large errors for fluence values greater than 2.0 (1022) n/cm2 due to engineering and true strain 

theory, which would also be present at extremely high temperatures.  Lower temperatures such 

as those that the MURR reactor sees (maximum 175 °C), the swelling as a result from nuclear 

fission is limited [32].  

 

Swelling will be a function of temperature, fluence, time and gas production.  Using the equation 

of state for a fluid composed of particles, the gas law approximates the behavior of real fluids or 

gases.  The approach takes into account the nonzero size of molecules and the attraction between 

them.  Here the gas atoms conglomerate to form bubbles.  From the state equation, the atomic 

density of the gas under equilibrium pressure is derived and used to calculate swelling.  The 

crossed out term is removed since the intermolecular attractive forces were not included in the 

swelling calculations. 

 

 

(2.10) 

Since The right hand side of Eq. (2.10) is divided by P, the internal pressure of a spherical gas 

bubble, defined in Eq. (2.11).  Substitute Eq. (2.11) into Eq. (2.10) and rearrange.  The state 

equation can be rewritten as Eq. (2.12). 

  (2.11) 

  
(2.12) 

In Eq. (2.12), σ represents the initial pressure while k here represents the Boltzmann constant.  
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The term 
2γ

rkT
, which is the surface tension term, is very large due to small radius term and 

Boltzmann constant and cannot be neglected while the same is true for the second term as well.  

Since 1 divided by a very large number is essentially zero; therefore, the right hand side term is 

set to zero, resulting with ν = B, which B is a Van der Waals coefficient which units of m3/mol.  

This is also known as the atomic density.  To compute the atomic density for helium, Eq. (2.13) 

represents the calculation used to find the atomic density, where V is volume of all helium shown 

in Eq. (2.14) and R  is the atomic radius for helium (1.4 Å).  Here, Na is Avogadro’s number.  

The units of this specific volume is m3 He/atoms He.  

 

 

(2.13) 

  (2.14) 

Now that the atomic density is known, the number of bubbles will equal the number of gas 

atoms.  The number of total bubbles in a unit volume is shown in in Eq. (2.15), where m is the 

number of gas atoms produced in the solid. 

  

(2.15) 

  (2.16) 

Rearranging Eq. (2.16), the final results can be written as the following, see Eq. (2.17).  The 

variable N here is a result of helium atoms/volume of beryllium divided by the volume of un-

irradiated beryllium specimen.  The idea is to use the ratio of helium volume compared to 

beryllium volume.  Since the units in the numerator match the units in the denominator, the result 

is a ratio and hence unitless. 
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(2.17) 

Ultimately, the swelling strain equation may be simplified to the following ratio in Eq. (2.18).  

The term in parenthesis is a result from the MCNP models provided to us. 

 

 

(2.18) 

Please note that this approach assumes that there is no loss of beryllium atoms, only addition of 

helium atoms.  Once swelling plotted as a function of time (seconds), the slope of the trendline is 

the swelling rate that is used in ABAQUS as an input.  For validation, this theory was used to 

compare the swelling results found in journal paper [33]. This example is provided to show the 

accuracy of this approach.  See Table 2-2 and Fig.  2-7 for analysis. 

 

Table 2-2.   Example data to compare with Van der Waals swelling method. 

Temp 

°C 

Fluence 

(1022) 

helium content 

(appm) 

helium 

atoms/cm3 Be 

Van der 

Waals 

swelling 

Paper values 

swelling 
relative error 

70 0.59 860 1.06 (1020) 0.0027 0.0025 0.082 
 

3.88 9990 1.24 (1021) 0.0032 0.014 1.34 
 

2.3 5060 6.26 (1020) 0.0161 0.0034 3.73 
 

1.8 4160 5.14 (1020) Excluded 
 

-- 
 

1.9 4220 5.22 (1020) Excluded 
 

-- 

200 1.4 3210 3.97 (1020) 0.010 0.0085 0.189 
 

1.4 3220 3.98 (1020) 0.010 0.0017 4.913 
 

1.4 3220 3.98 (1020) 0.010 0.0076 0.33 
 

1.4 3210 3.97 (1020) 0.010 0.0097 0.0466 
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Fig.  2-7.   Comparison of experimental values of swelling with an approach using Van der Waals gas law. 

 

As one can see, at high fluences, the Van der Waal approach tends to divert from the actual 

swelling amount.  However, for conditions like MURR, Van der Waals should be sufficient. 

 

2.8. LITERATURE REVIEW BERYLLIUM FAILURE 

A literature search revealed very little concerning failure predictions in beryllium materials.  

However, the topics below will demonstrate what other facilities and scientists were doing to 

predict beryllium failure.  A literary research showed that reactors scale lifetime predictions 

based on a known failure point.  This method and a method that correlates swelling with fluence 

are typical processes by which reactors use to scientifically prove lifespan.  However, all this 

literary research will prove that each user has adopted a different method for analyzing a 

reflector’s lifespan, suggesting that a broad scientific method is lacking. 
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For example, the BR2 research reactor in Mol, Belgium and their theory was based on a swelling 

correlation to fluence and decided to replace their beryllium reflector once fluence reached 6.4 

(1022) n/cm2 (E > 1 MeV) [34].  This decision was made based on the replacement of the first 

reflector in 1979-1980.  This reflector saw a maximum of 8 (1022) n/cm2 (E > 1 MeV).  The 

analysis done by engineers at BR2 saw a non-linear correlation between swelling and fluence 

after 6.4 (1022) n/cm2 (E > 1 MeV); therefore, it was decided that since the linear region was 

easily characterized, the maximum allowed fast fluence for the BR2 reflector would 6.4 (1022) 

n/cm2 (E > 1 MeV). 

 

Another example is the Petten reactor in the Netherlands.  Modeled after the Oak Ridge Research 

Reactor, the reflector was changed in 1988-1989 because of wear and handling.  Thereby, the 

reflector was replaced purely by operational experience [35].  Since the optimal conditions 

occurred with fluences less than 5 (1022) n/cm2, this fluence became the replacement schedule. 

 

The research reactor currently at Oak Ridge National lab has a different set up than most 

research reactors.  HFIR has three beryllium reflectors: the innermost is a removable reflector, 

next is a semi-permanent reflector and lastly a permanent reflector on the outside.  Operating at 

85 MW, the assumed typical lifetime of each reflector is 83,700 MWd (removable), 167,400 

MWd (semi-permanent) and 279,000 MWd (permanent), respectively [36].  These time frames 

were decided based on reactor performance.  Units of MWd are calculated by multiplying the 

number of operating days by the power output, which for HFIR is 85 MW. 
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The next method reviewed was ATR method of predicting failure.  The engineers shared the 

process by which they calculate the lifespan of the current reflector [37].  Due to the unique 

geometry of the ATR reflector, the lifespan is vastly shorter than MURR.  The method works by 

equating the decreasing strength of the beryllium blocks to the increasing stress of beryllium 

bocks.  However, the predicted failure is a ductile yield type that is typically scaled based on a 

historical failure.  Additionally, correction factors have been added.  Engineers have relied upon 

computer models in the past to perform an end-of-life evaluation, but the current beryllium 

blocks are showing wear that is inconsistent with the assumptions of existing models.  However, 

the engineers at ATR have recorded all historic cracks and when the crack originated.  Typically, 

the cracks were noted to appear in the region exposed to the highest neutron flux.  Based on the 

appearance of the cracks, it is evident that the failure observed is a brittle-type intergranular 

failure. 

 

This list of reactor lifespan methods would not be complete without including MURR.  

MURR is a 10 MW multidisciplinary research and education facility, which also provides a 

broad range of analytical and irradiation services.  It should be noted that the first beryllium 

reflector installed in 1966, fractured in place by 1981 which corresponded to 25,199 MWd [38].  

For lifetime prediction, MURR scales failure based on thermal stress only.  For a beryllium 

reflector operating at 10 MW with HEU (highly enriched uranium) fuel, MURR assumes a 

beryllium yield stress of 186 MPa (27,000 psi) and a maximum thermal stress of 115 MPa 

(16,690 psi).  The remaining stress is attributed to the transmutation of beryllium into helium and 

hydrogen gas and to be equal to or greater than 71 MPa (10,310 psi) to crack the first MURR 

beryllium reflector.  This method assumes that the yield stress stayed constant.  This approach 
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assumes a linear relationship when converting for different cores emitting different ranges of 

energy [13].  Using this method, MURR scales their analysis for futuristic conditions such as the 

LEU core, which is planned to operate at 12 MW.  The predicted lifetime by MURR’s analysis is 

9.6 years [13]. 

 

Another example of additional techniques that attempt to predict lifespan is a method that uses a 

correlation [39].  Below, Eq. (2.19) is the basic one-dimensional swelling equation that was used 

and rewritten as Eq. (2.20), where Φ.t is fluence in units of 1022 n/cm2. 

 

 

(2.19) 

 

 

(2.20) 

The known variable in Eq. (2.20) is ΔL while the unknown variable is the fluence amount.  Since 

the displacement amount can be experimentally determined, a timeframe can be derived in order 

to limit the amount of swelling.  However, the authors acknowledge that this process “may not 

provide adequate proof for replacement [39].” It is unknown as to how accurate this correlation 

can be. 

 

The last literary example takes information readily available from HFIR, ATR and Japan 

Material Testing Reactor (JMTR) and use yet another swelling correlation for a basis of all 

analysis.  Shown next, Eq. (2.21) assumes isotropic swelling, equal swelling in all directions. 
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The authors use the swelling model to determine stresses in a reflector; however, there were 

several aspects of their research that appeared unrealistic.  Firstly, the mechanical boundary 

condition imposed was a fixed reflector bottom [40].  The MURR reflector and aluminum skirt 

assembly is not fixed to the floor and just sits on a surface [41].  Thereby, this assumption 

actually adds additional stresses that may not exists.  Secondly, the failure supposedly occurs 

when stresses reach yield, which would suggest that the failure is a ductile type.  Lastly, the 

authors attempted to reduce the amount of deflection and stress in a reflector by changing the 

geometry in a parametric study.  Results showed that thicker and short reflectors would last 

longer [40].  Unfortunately, a short reflector is not a possible solution since it will affect the 

reactor core. 

 

2.9. UNIRRADIATED MATERIAL PROPERTIES FOR BE S-200-FH 

Since the beryllium grade MURR uses is S-200-FH, all properties used in analysis were of the 

same grade.  This particular grade, discovered in 1980s, uses impact ground powder that is 

consolidated in a sheet metal can formed into the shape of the final product. The can is degassed, 

sealed, and hot isostatically pressed (HIP'ed). Typically, this process occurs at 1000°C and 

15,000 psi (103 MPa).  This results in a denser, more isotropic product with better mechanical 

properties than traditional vacuum hot pressed material [42].  Another description is “loose 

powder or a CIP [cold isostatically pressed] powder billet is placed in a steel can which is 

welded shut after degassing at elevated temperature.  The sealed can is then placed into a 

pressure vessel where it is heated and then pressed from all directions simultaneously 

(isostatically) by argon gas.  Simple shapes made by HIP have minimal anisotropy in mechanical 

properties.  Complex near-net shapes can be made by this technique since no additional 
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machining or drilling is required [43].  Beryllium S-200-FH tends to behave well under 

irradiation since it has a high thermal conductivity, very high mechanical strength and a high 

melting point, but additionally it is not a ductile material.  However, like all beryllium, the dust 

particles are very toxic.  The Russian beryllium manufacture also creates the same grade but is 

labeled TIP [28]. 

 

A complete list of unirradiated material properties of the S-200-FH beryllium grade at room 

temperature are provided in Table 2-3.  Unlike most beryllium grades which exhibit high 

anisotropy properties, HIP’d beryllium results in a quite isotropic microstructure in all directions 

[19].  An additional reference suggests that HIP beryllium grades are less susceptible to the 

swelling at higher temperature compared with hot pressed (HP) grades and the porous beryllium. 

That is connected with the higher creep resistance of the HIP beryllium [44].  Additionally, 

tensile testing on irradiated S-200 HIP beryllium samples suggested that this grade has the best 

irradiation resistance qualities [14]. 

 

Table 2-3.   Material properties of unirradiated S-200-FH. 

Material Property Value Units Reference 

Tensile Strength 296 MPa [45] 

Young's Modulus 303 GPa [45] 

Thermal Expansion 11.6 (10-5) K-1 [46] 

Thermal Conductivity 182 W/mK [18] 

Density 1850 kg/m3 [45] 

Poisson's ratio 0.0309  [43] 

Specific Heat 1925 J/kgK [47] [48] 

Fracture Toughness 10.6 MPa-m1/2 [48] [49] 

 

2.10. PROPOSED MODEL 
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The overall lifetime model is to be described in this section.  The first step is to determine at 

what time the analysis will be analyzed.  By picking a time, the fluence is known and therefore 

the correlation for thermal conductivity based on fluence may be calculated.  The second step is 

to determine the porosity in the reflector using Eq. (2.7).  Step three is to determine other 

properties that change with porosity, such as the elastic modulus.  However, there is evidence 

that this step may not be necessary.  The fourth step is to apply the material property changes to 

the ABAQUS model and set the thermal loads and boundary conditions that are discussed in 

later chapters.  Run the simulation.  The fifth step is to extract the maximum principal stress near 

half of the height, since this is where the reflector split in a previous failure.  Since the stresses 

will be symmetric around, the only variable of interest is stress as a function of radius.  For the 

beam port model, plot at the hole, where the maximum stress occurs.  The sixth step is to 

determine fracture toughness (also known as critical intensity factor) of the material at the 

surface using Eq. (2.9), and it may be necessary to curve fit the points to find porosity at the 

outer surface of the reflector.  Lastly, from the extracted stress, determine peak principal stress at 

the surface and use this value in Eq. (2.22) (which is Eq. (5.1) rewritten with crack length as the 

output) to find the critical crack length.  If this value is substantially close to 250 μm or less, than 

the reflector will have a failure. The critical crack length of 250 μm was chosen because this is 

the average surface roughness for the manufacturing of the beryllium reflector is 125 μm.  

However, since 125 μm is only an average, even twice that amount would exist [50]. 

    
(2.22) 
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In Fig.  2-8 below, a flowchart has been devised to help illustrate the process for determining 

failure and ultimately a lifespan of a beryllium reflector. 

 

Fig.  2-8.   Flowchart for lifetime analysis of irradiated beryllium. 

 

2.11. FUTURE OF BERYLLIUM 

According to Tsuchiya, Japan seeks to recycle irradiated beryllium since at this point in time, 

over 40 tons of used beryllium is being stored [51].  The research being done with the Institute of 
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Atomic Energy-National Nuclear Center (IAE-NNC) and the research center of SCK-CEN in 

Belgium.  Currently, two methods are under investigation which act similarly by converting the 

beryllium to a mixture with other gases and then converted to metal beryllium by reaching very 

high temperatures (> 1400 °C).  Tests have only been done on un-irradiated beryllium with 

impurities and currently, the tests are being done on irradiated samples.  The Japan Atomic 

Energy Agency (JAEA) would like to create a process for large-scale use.  In simple terms, the 

beryllium atomic structure will essentially be “healed” and reformed using extreme temperatures.  

However, the reformed beryllium cannot possibly have the same initial properties since the 

manufacturing process of nearly melting the irradiated beryllium to reform it is completely 

different from hot isostatically pressing beryllium powder. 
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CHAPTER 3 MURR INTRODUCTION 

Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1 

 

3.1. MURR REACTOR BACKGROUND 

MURR originally was licensed in 1966 at 5 MW.  As of 1974, the reactor has been rated at 10 

MW, making it the highest power university research reactor in the nation.  It should be noted 

that the first beryllium reflector installed in 1966, fractured in place by 1981 which corresponded 

to 25,199 MWd [38].  This is when the 8-year schedule was created.  The logic behind it is 8-

years equals half of lifetime (1966 to 1981) of the first reflector, which primarily operated at 5 

MW.  Currently operating at 10 MW, MURR uses HEU fuel plates but is in the process of 

designing a LEU fuel system, with a schedule for conversion around July 2026.  ATR currently 

operates at 250 MW while HFIR operates slightly lower at 85 MW. 

 

3.2. MURR CURRENT REPLACEMENT SCHEDULE 

Since complete failure of the reflector within MURR core would be catastrophic as well as the 

financial loss due to an inoperative reactor, the nuclear engineers decided to take a known failure 

point and compute replacements based on similar neutronic loads.  A single known failure point 

occurred just after 8 years under HEU fuel source.  MURR is a 10 MW multidisciplinary 

research and education facility, which also provides a broad range of analytical and irradiation 

services. Based on the previous reflector cracking experience in 1981, beryllium reflector is 

replaced every 26,000 MWds, equivalent to 8 years of operating at 10 MW with the current 
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operation factor of 90%. The subsequent beryllium reflectors were replaced in 1989, 1997, 2006, 

and 2014 with the next replacement scheduled in December 2021. Since there is no disposal site 

for irradiated beryllium in the USA, one irradiated beryllium is stored in the reactor pool and the 

other two are stored in dry casks, which are designed and constructed by MURR staff. 

 

The conversion from a highly enriched uranium (HEU) based fuel to a low-enriched uranium 

(LEU) based fuel in these reactors will be accompanied by a shift in neutron energy spectrum 

leading to a reduction in gamma heating of the beryllium reflector per megawatt of core power.  

Therefore, time at which components may fail should consequently shift.  Because MURR plans 

to participate in the fuel conversion, the beryllium reflector replacement cycle was predicted to 

occur every 9.6 years [13].  This was done by scaling the thermal stresses which are lower with 

LEU fuel then HEU fuel. 

 

3.3. DATA PROVIDED BY MURR 

MURR has provided quite a bit of data to aid in the thermal/mechanical modeling.  Since two 

types of reflectors were modeled for MURR, both drawings are provided in Appendix E.  The 

first few images are drawings of the beryllium reflector with the beam port hole that is drilled in 

after the manufacturing done by Brush Wellman.  Since MURR no longer utilizes the beam port 

holes any more, the reflectors installed after 1997 [41] no longer needed the holes drilled.  

Therefore, the drawing for the current beryllium reflector is also provided in Appendix E. 

 

The beryllium reflector is a cylindrical sleeve at 94 cm tall and approximately 6.9 cm thick with 

an outer diameter of 48.3 cm.  To prevent the reflector from rotating about center axis and assist 
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in installation, five grooves were machined into the inner surface of the reflector.  For better 

illustrations, see Fig.  3-1. 

 

Fig.  3-1.   Beryllium reflector, prior to reactor installation. 

 

Radial measurements were made on an irradiated reflector after 8 years once it was removed 

from the reactor.  Below, Fig.  3-2 shown the measurement setup while Fig.  3-3 shows a plot of 

the final expansion as a result of nuclear swelling and the MCNP swelling prediction for 

comparison [52].  Please note that the units are in mils (mili-inches). 
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Fig.  3-2.   Images of reflector undergoing radial measurements for swelling. 
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Fig.  3-3.   Change in radial displacement in irradiated beryllium reflector after 8 years. 

 

The next group of information that was provided is the total gamma heating and gas production 

profiles of the current operating schedule.  MCNP simulations were carried out at MURR for 

both the current HEU and proposed LEU cores, assuming 10 MW and 12 MW operational power 

[53].  Two types of simulations were created: course discretization and fine discretization.  The 

course discretization matched that of Fig.  3-4, with 5 axial levels and 3 rings for a total of 15 
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discrete volumes.  Used in MCNP, the average neutron flux for each volume is shown in Table 

3-1.  The neutron flux is the number of neutrons that hits an area each second.  The gas 

production concentration for the 15 discrete volumes is shown in Table 3-2, with units of atomic 

parts per million (appm).  The gas production is the by-product of the beryllium atom nuclear 

reaction, with the mixture being helium and tritium. 

 

Fig.  3-4.   Course discretization used for first MCNP simulation. 

 

Table 3-1.   The average flux, units of neutron/cm2-s, used in first MCNP course discretization simulation. 
 

AVERAGE NEUTRON FLUX HEU (E>0.1 MeV) AVERAGE NEUTRON FLUX LEU (E>0.1 MeV) 
 

(n/cm2-s) (n/cm2-s) 
 

INNER MIDDLE OUTER INNER MIDDLE OUTER 

Div 1 
4.381 (1013) 4.571(1013) 4.252 (1013) 4.699 (1013) 4.944 (1013) 4.555 (1013) 

Div 2 
2.599 (1014) 2.238 (1014) 1.75 (1014) 2.763 (1014) 2.391 (1014) 1.872 (1014) 

Div 3 
4.092 (1014) 3.412 (1014) 2.564 (1014) 4.358 (1014) 3.645 (1014) 2.745 (1014) 

Div 4 3.151 (1014) 2.616 (1014) 1.949 (1014) 3.334 (1014) 2.781 (1014) 2.075 (1014) 

Div 5 
1.138 (1014) 1.011 (1014) 8.165 (1013) 1.175 (1014) 1.053 (1014) 8.565 (1013) 

 

Table 3-2.   Gas production results from first MCNP course discretization simulation, units atomic ppm. 
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GAS PRODUCTION HEU GAS PRODUCTION LEU 

 
(APPM) (APPM) 

 
INNER MIDDLE OUTER INNER MIDDLE OUTER 

Div 1 257 164 104 279 178 113 

Div 2 1,080 627 366 120 695 407 

Div 3 1,400 814 480 1,560 909 533 

Div 4 
923 541 320 102 639 352 

Div 5 151 100 690 160 132 70 

 

MCNP simulations for the total gamma heating were carried out for two different mesh densities 

where the volumetric heat generation is calculated by dividing the heat generation by the discrete 

volume.  The results for the fine mesh are shown in Appendix E for both the HEU and LEU 

simulations.  The course mesh had 5 levels with 3 rings (see Fig.  3-4), while the fine mesh has 

37 levels and 9 total rings. 

 

Since the modeling will be carried out using ABAQUS, the data for the distributed gamma 

heating and gas production profiles from MCNP was conveniently created into a mathematical 

function, used to describe the spatial profiles.  The functions are used as inputs into the finite 

element models.  The surface fitting process was done in MATLAB using the poly55 fit [54].  

The HEU fit correlation value is 0.9990 while the LEU fit correlation value is 0.9986, both 

excellent surface fits.  The equation for the HEU gamma heat surface fit is shown in Eq. (3.1), 

while the LEU surface fit is shown in Eq. (3.2).  The inputs are radius and height of the reflector 

and units of meters, while the surface fit is in units of W/m3. 
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HEU: 

   

(3.1) 

 

LEU: 

   

(3.2) 

 

The plots of the surface fitting and residuals are shown in Fig.  3-5 below.  The largest HEU 

difference between the MCNP discreet data and the surface fit was found to be 0.210 W/cm3 and 

the largest LEU residual was found to be 0.165 W/cm3, both at location radius 17.75 cm and 

height 13.98 cm, such that the curve fit overshot the data both times.  The surface fit suggests 

that the gamma heating at this location should be 1.452 W/cm3 and 1.074 W/m3 for HEU and 

LEU respectively, while the actual data says the number should be approximately 1.244 W/cm3 

and 0.910 W/cm3.  However, for both HEU and LEU cases the average residuals were near zero 

(9.7 10-12 W/cm3) since negative residual values offset the positive residual values.  Since the 

highest gamma heating is located at the middle of the reflector at height 47 cm, the maximum 
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surface fit error has little consequence to the solution of the problem.  The largest residual in the 

area of peak gamma heating was found to be 0.05 W/cm3 for HEU and less than that for the LEU 

case. 

 

 

Fig.  3-5.   Total gamma heating surface fits with residuals, (a) HEU fit correlation 0.9990 (b) LEU fit correlation 0.9986. 
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CHAPTER 4 MURR MODEL TECHNIQUES 

Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1 

 

4.1. MURR FEA INTRODUCTION 

It is assumed that the stresses induced by gamma heating are independent of the gas induced 

swelling stresses.  This implies that each stress can be evaluated separately and then added 

together to obtain the total stress.  The commercial FEA package ABAQUS was used for 

conducting the step analysis.  Mesh verification was evaluated by comparing the ABAQUS 

results with simple analytic solutions. 

 

4.2. MURR PARTITIONING REQUIREMENTS 

It was important that the models are partitioned correctly.  Models partition correctly tended to 

have non-distorted elements.  Experience with the beam port model showed that poorly 

partitioned models would not converge due to extreme mesh distortion.  The hollow cylinder 

with no beam port holes was partitioned for 4 quadrants while the beam port model had 12 

partitions.  In addition to reducing the chance of distorted elements, the tetrahedral mesh tends to 

grow in size if the partitions are large, regardless of any complex geometry.  Increasing the 

number of partitions prevented the elements from becoming larger, thus keeping the mesh fine in 

most of the model.  Examples of the three dimensional models with partitions are shown in Fig.  

4-1. 
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Fig.  4-1.   (a) Hollow cylinder and (b) beam port model with partitions. 

 

4.3. MURR MESHING TECHNIQUS 

Since multiple models were used to evaluate stresses, the meshes for each model were slightly 

different.  For the benchmarking analysis, a simple axisymmetric model was created with a 

structured hexagonal mesh.  The type of elements used in the one dimensional model were 

continuum (or solid) axisymmetric, with an 8-node coupled temperature displacement elements.  

The element looks like a rectangle.  This model had 2,632 elements and 8,301 nodes.   

 

Once the simple models were understood, a three dimensional hollow solid cylinder without 

holes was created.  Because there were no complex geometrical features, once again the mesh 

was structured hexagonal.  These models did not have a beam port hole but had 731,000 
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elements and 758,520 nodes.  The type of elements used were continuum three-dimensional 

model with 8-node coupled temperature displacement elements.  The element may be seen in 

Fig.  4-2. 

 

The last stage was to model the beam port hole.  Since this added a complex shape in the hollow 

cylinder, a tetrahedral mesh was used which has four nodes instead of eight nodes like the 

hexagonal mesh.  Since the hexagonal mesh was benchmarked previously, the same was done to 

the new beam port model with tetrahedral mesh.  In comparison to each other, the hexagonal and 

tetrahedral mesh results are very similar.  Please see Fig.  4-2 for physical comparison.   

 

Since the tetrahedral mesh was acceptable for the beam port hole, the only difference to previous 

models is that the mesh needed to be very fine to ensure good results.  As a result, the beam port 

model had 1,394,175 elements and 262,630 nodes.  The element type was continuum three-

dimensional model with 4-node coupled temperature displacement elements. 

 

 

Fig.  4-2.   Comparison of (left) structural hexagonal mesh and (right) free tetrahedral mesh. 
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4.4. MURR MODELING MECHANICAL BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

To simulate the MURR reflector, the mechanical boundary conditions were applied to ensure 

that no factitious affects were created.  In reference to Fig.  4-3, a X symmetry boundary 

conditions was applied to the solid vertical edges, while a Z symmetry was applied to the dashed 

vertical edges.  Lastly, a Y symmetry boundary condition was applied to the dashed rings (x2) at 

the bottom of the reflector model.  The following equations represent the symmetry equations 

applied to the mechanical boundaries, such that R representations rotations about an axis and u 

represents displacements in one direction. 

X symmetry: 

  

(4.1) 

Y symmetry: 

 

(4.2) 

Z symmetry: 

 

(4.3) 

As depicted in Eq. (4.1), X symmetry prevents rotations about X axis and translations in Y and Z 

direction, while Eq. (4.2) shows how Y symmetry prevents rotations about Y axis and translations 

in X and Z direction.  Similarly, Eq. (4.3) does the same for Z symmetry.  The boundary 

conditions were applied this way to prevent adding stresses to the models and thus allowing free 

expansion. 

0
dR du du

dx dy dz
  

0
dR du du

dy dx dz
  

0
dR du du

dz dx dy
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Fig.  4-3.   Boundary conditions for three-dimensional ABAQUS model. 

 

Thermal boundary conditions for the current axisymmetric model include constant heat transfer 

coefficients for heat convection in the inside and outside surface, insulated top and bottom 

surfaces, and the symmetric mechanical condition that prevents all rotation except about its 

center (about y only).  The heat transfer coefficient was estimated initially to be approximately 

1000 W/m2K as a worst case scenario.  Additional fluid modeling was completed to find a more 

accurate solution. 

 

4.5. ANALYTIC DERIVATION UNIFROM GAMMA HEATING 

In order to understand and confirm ABAQUS numeric results, a simple one dimensional analytic 

model was derived.  The one dimensional temperature distribution used to verify in the 

ABAQUS results is the energy balance in the radial direction and is necessary to compute the 

mechanical stress in the system due to temperature gradients [55].  The source term, q’’’, is a 

load term, which corresponds to the volumetric heat flux, which comes from data supplied by the 
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reactor.  For the one dimensional problem, the volumetric heat flux is either uniform or a 

function of radius only. 

  (4.4) 

The boundary conditions applied to the inner and outer surfaces of the ring are as illustrated in 

Eq. (4.5) and Eq. (4.6). 

 

 

(4.5) 

 

 

(4.6) 

The one dimensional stress and displacement distribution was found using the plane strain 

formulation where the beryllium ring is assumed to grow unrestricted in the Z direction.  The 

radial displacement is calculated using [56]: 

  (4.7) 

Where the expansion is relative to the position prior to heating (T∞): 

 T T


   (4.8) 

The displacement is related to the stress via Hooke’s law [56].  Below, the analytic solution of 

radial stress and hoop are shown. 
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(4.10) 

The applied boundary conditions are: 

 

 
(4.11) 

The differential equations, Eq. (4.4) through Eq.(4.8), were solved using MATLAB (symbolic 

integration, not numerical) [57] [54].  In order to solve for the radial displacements and stresses, 

MATLAB uses a two-step approach, first solving the temperature equation and that temperature 

expression is used to solve the displacement and stress profiles.  The conditions and constants 

used in MATLAB were also used in ABAQUS as well.  Those constants are shown in Fig.  4-4. 

 

For all cases, we have assumed isotropic material [19].  Also at this point, the position of the 

control blades was not considered as this does not impact the failure location which has been 

located at the peak flux position in the past.  It was noted that the cylinders broke into separate 

cylinders fairly evenly. 
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Fig.  4-4.   Heat transfer conditions for analysis, (a) uniform heat flux and (b) variable flux in radial direction. 

 

4.6. BENCHMARKING ABAQUS FEA – MURR CONDITIONS 

Before any analysis on the complex problem is done, it was necessary to verify the calculations 

in ABAQUS with an analytic solution solved using MATLAB.  In ABAQUS, a 1-step 

axisymmetric approach was used to calculate the gamma heating stress field. The gamma 

heating, in units of W/cm3, is applied as a body flux load.  The single step, set for steady state 

results, applies the volumetric heat flux load to calculate the resultant stresses and displacements, 

using coupled temperature-displacement elements.  A structural axis-symmetric mesh was 

generated using 2632 elements as shown in Fig.  4-5.  One dimensional behavior was induced by 

applying symmetry boundary conditions at the top and bottom surfaces of the beryllium ring. 
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Fig.  4-5.   Structured mesh generated in axis-symmetric model, 0.0684 m by 0.94 m. 

 

Two simple cases were investigated prior to attacking the complex problem to verify the numeric 

method. The first case presented here imposes uniform gamma heating (using peak values) as the 

volumetric heat generation load and does not include swelling, for both the HEU and LEU 

situations.  The conditions are shown in Fig.  4-4(a), where 4.65 106 W/m3 is HEU gamma 

heating and 3.63 106 W/m3 is LEU gamma heating.  The single step method determines both the 

temperature profile and the stress and displacement profile in the mechanical model.   Shown 

next, Fig.  4-6 and Fig.  4-7 are the temperature profiles, displacement and stress plots.   

 

As shown in the following plots, the maximum temperature is seen to be near the radius middle.  
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As expected, HEU temperature profile is hotter than the LEU temperature profile.  Under both 

the HEU and LEU cases, the ring wants to expand due to the temperature gradient.  It is 

important to note here that the largest difference between the numeric values and the analytic 

values showed a maximum temperature difference of only 0.27 °C at the peak temperature 

location, which shows the confidence in the numeric calculations.  Because HEU shows a larger 

temperature difference, the thermal expansion is more than LEU, with the largest numeric to 

analytic difference being 0.95 um, again at the peak expansion location.  The temperature plot 

suggests initial heating until peak is reach and then cooling.  Without coolant on the inside 

surface the peak value would exist on the inner surface.  Also, since the stress equations, Eqns. 

(4.9) and (4.10), depend on the derivative of the displacement, Eq. (4.7),which in turn depends 

on the temperature field, the stress plots may be inferred as a result of the temperature gradient.  

Since the thermal stress is due to the temperature gradient (first positive slope, then negative), 

the radial stress will be positive and then flip to be negative, and finally zero at both surfaces due 

to boundary condition.  Reviewing the radial stress results, the largest difference was found to be 

45 kPa located near the outer surface.  Also, as expected, the hoop stress magnitude is much 

larger than radial stress.  Again, the numeric difference for hoop stress was found to be 0.425 

MPa between numeric solutions and analytic derivations, located again near the outer surface. 
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Fig.  4-6.   (a) Temperature profile for HEU and LEU due to uniform gamma heating, (b) Radial displacements plots for HEU 

and LEU due to uniform gamma heating. 

 

 

Fig.  4-7.   (a) Radial stress for HEU and LEU uniform gamma heating, (b) Hoop stress for HEU and LEU uniform gamma 

heating. 

 

Since there appears to be very good correlation between an analytical model and the numeric 

model using axisymmetric model with hexagonal elements, the same verification was done with 

tetrahedral elements.  The results showed that while hexagonal mesh stress peak was slightly 

lower than the analytical peak stress value by only 0.97 MPa (range of peak stress was 40 MPa), 

the tetrahedral mesh was also slight lower than analytical peak stress by only 1.09 MPa.  While 

not as accurate as hexagonal, the tetrahedral elements would supply sufficient results. 
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The second benchmark case attempts to use variable heat flux at one instance in the height, z = 

0.47 m and again without swelling.  The exponential equation was derived by doing a curve fit 

through three points: HEU gamma heating points 2.32, 3.31, 4.65 W/cm3 and LEU gamma 

heating points 1.77, 2.56, 3.63 W/cm3.  Conditions are also shown in  Fig.  4-4(b).  Again, this 

case study uses the axisymmetric method, where the temperature profile is calculated 

simultaneous as the displacements and stresses.  Shown next, Fig.  4-8 and Fig.  4-9 show the 

temperature profile, displacements in the radius, radial and hoop stress.  From the temperature 

plot, it is important to note that the maximum temperature peak has shifted towards the inner 

radius.  This is due to the exponential change in heat flux, as opposed to the uniform conditions 

shown in the previous case.  Like the uniform heat flux temperature profile, HEU is still much 

hotter than LEU, which also causes the displacements to be higher again under HEU conditions.  

Initially, the temperature difference is now smaller than uniform flux temperature difference, but 

after the peak temperature, the temperature difference is larger, suggesting that compressive 

stresses will be greater than tension stresses in the radial direction.  This is evident in the radial 

stress plot.  Additionally, the overall stresses tend to be lower than uniform gamma flux, with the 

compressive peak in hoop stress shifted approximately 10 mm.  Again, hoop stress dominates in 

magnitude when compared to radial stress.  In all plots, the numeric and analytic difference 

values were smaller than the uniform flux model, which suggest the numeric models while not 

perfect, will substantially estimate growth and stress values accurate enough to perform 

calculations. 
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Fig.  4-8.   (a) Temperature profile for HEU and LEU due to variable gamma heating in the beryllium radius, (b) Displacement   

profile for HEU and LEU due to variable gamma heating in the beryllium radius. 

 

 

Fig.  4-9.   (a) Radial stress profile for HEU and LEU due to variable gamma heating in the beryllium radius, (b) Hoop stress 

profile for HEU and LEU due to variable gamma heating in the beryllium radius. 

 

4.7. SWELLING MODELING 

To verify the application of a strain rate input into ABAQUS, a simulation was created and 

results plotted.  This swelling case was the third case of simulations that were investigated prior 
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to modeling the more complex problem.  In ABAQUS, swelling is simulated by using the 

structured axis-symmetric coupled temperature-displacement transient model, shown in Fig.  4-5, 

with 2632 elements.  ABAQUS, by design, requires that a strain rate be used, since swelling is 

generally determined over a specific time step.  Subsequently, swelling causes minutely small 

displacements and if uniform, swelling or strain rate causes no stress. It was helpful to review a 

very simple case without temperature loading to confirm the numerical model with a one 

dimensional analytic approach.  The same one dimensional behavior was induced by applying 

symmetry boundary conditions at the top and bottom of the beryllium ring.  The one dimensional 

analytical calculations is computed by using Eq. (4.12). 

 
 

(4.12) 

This case study showed results due only to uniform swelling, there is no thermal load. The 

fictitious loading applied for HEU was a strain rate of 8.698E-23/s and for LEU was strain rate 

of 1.1117E-21/s.  Since the swelling is uniform, there are no additional stresses to the system.  

Note the scale in millimeters for Fig.  4-10: 10(-11) mm.  Additionally, please note that the LEU 

case displays more displacement due to a higher swelling rate than HEU.  The input to ABAQUS 

is simply a strain rate (1/s) (or swelling rate), which is derived using the Van der Waals gas law 

through the gas production data, please see previous section in this chapter.  Below, Fig.  4-10 

shows radial displacement after 8 years with the scale adjusted to 10(-11) mm. 

1
 

3
r r

du
u t dr

dr
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Fig.  4-10.   Displacements due only to uniform swelling after 8 years. 

 

It is evident that the approach of a uniform strain rate can be replicated in ABAQUS 

successfully.  However, this was done so with a transient (i.e. not steady state) model.  The next 

approach was to determine a more convenient step in ABAQUS to use that could compute faster 

than a transient coupled temperature displacement model.  The answer was a step labeled 

VISCO, which is used to obtain a transient static response in an analysis with time-dependent 

material behavior (creep, swelling, and viscoelasticity).  The next question was the following: 

what should be the order of the steps?  Does thermal/stress analysis come first or last?  To 

answer this question, three simulations for the HEU conditions and LEU conditions to determine 

if the order of steps mattered.  The thermal loading for the HEU condition was a uniform body 

flux of 4.65 106 W/m3 while the LEU thermal loading was a body flux of 3.63 106 W/m3.   Other 

properties are provide in Fig.  4-4(a). 
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After the simulations completed, the displacement results were compared.  The three simulations 

include a transient model, which was known to be applied correctly.  The next two simulations 

were steady state temperature-displacement models with a visco step added for swelling.  The 

results indicate that step order does not matter.  See Fig.  4-11 below for comparison.  The 

displacement is large since there is a thermal load.  However, comparison showed no variance 

between transient model and two steady state models. 

 

Fig.  4-11.   Displacement in radial direction due to uniform gamma heating and uniform swelling after 8 years. 

 

4.8. MURR FLUID DEVELOPMENT MODELING 

In order to better approximate the heat transfer coefficient on the surfaces that are cooled by 
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flowing water, a computational fluid dynamic model was created and benchmarked against 

known analytic solution.  Following the research done to benchmark against known heat transfer 

solutions, the next challenge is to update additional mechanical and thermal properties of the 

beryllium reflector system for a more realistic analysis of the problem.  Initial studies assumed 

constant heat transfer coefficient of approximately 1000 W/m2K for a worse-case scenario on all 

surfaces.  This is a worst case scenario or most conservative number since higher heat transfer 

coefficient would suggest that the reflector has higher thermal stresses in the system than what 

might actually be manifested.  As stated before, this conversation may lead to overly restrictive 

conclusions.  A CFD study was completed to determine a more accurate heat transfer coefficient. 

 

The geometry that was used was the beryllium reflector, which is a cylinder with fluid flow 

across the inner and outer surfaces.  The outer flow gap is approximately 0.32 cm gap while the 

inner gap is 6.88 cm.  The height for the solid and flow channels is 94 cm, see Fig.  4-12.  The 

dimensions for the cylinders are shown in Table 4-1, where the drawing to the left is a cross –

section for looking down the reflector and the drawing on the right is the vertical cross-section of 

the cylinder.
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Fig.  4-12.   Illustration of heat transfer and fluid flow problem. 

 

Table 4-1.   Dimensions for cylinders in problem illustration. 

Property Name Value Units 

Outer gap outside radius (a) 0.246 m 

Reflector outside radius (b) 0.243 m 

Reflector inside radius (c)  0.174 m 

Inner gap inside radius (d) 0.160 m 

 

4.9. ANALYTIC CONDITIONS 

To satisfy the given inputs, a three dimensional Cartesian problem was used and the commercial 

code results were compare to an analytic one-dimension solution.   

Since the flow is turbulent, the velocity field is very difficult to compute by hand.  However, the 

static pressure drop along the reflector is known to be 0.8 PSI or 5516 Pa [38].  Thus, the 

required average velocity was guessed, which would be different for inner and outer gaps.  Next, 

the Reynolds number was calculated using Eq. (4.13), where ρ is the density of the fluid, Vm is 
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the average velocity of the fluid (guessed initially), D is the hydraulic pipe diameter, and μ is the 

fluid viscosity.  To be completely turbulent, the Reynolds number must be higher than 3600. 

 
 

(4.13) 

Once the Reynolds number was known, the friction factor was calculated, also known as the 

Darcy friction factor.  Two methods were used and compared.  The first equation that was used 

was the Colebrook equation, shown in Eq. (4.14) with ε as the surface roughness, and the second 

equation used was developed by Petukhov for smooth wall, shown in Eq. (4.15) [58].  Using a 

smooth wall, both produced very similar results with an absolute difference of 0.0001. 

 
 

(4.14) 

 

 

(4.15) 

Now that the friction factor and Reynolds number were known, the pressure drop was computed 

using Eq. (4.16) and compared to the known necessary pressure drop.  Lastly, to ensure the flow 

was fully developed, the length of the pipe had to exceed that of the entrance length, which was 

calculated using Eq. (4.17). 

  (4.16) 

  (4.17) 

After final velocity that was found to match closest to the necessary pressure drop, it was 

necessary to compute the total pressure.  Star-CCM+ requires either a velocity or total pressure 

as boundary conditions to the commercial code.  Total pressure is calculated using the following 

equation, which Pstatic is the pressure drop across the duct. 

 
 (4.18) 
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A graphical representation of the calculation process is shown in Fig.  4-13. 

 

Fig.  4-13.  Total fluid pressure calculation process. 

 

The final values used as inputs into the numeric program are recorded in Table 4-2, along with 

correct Reynolds number, total pressure necessary, entrance length to the fully developed region, 

and friction factor for both inner and outer flow gap.  In addition to fluid properties, there are 

material properties that were needed as well.  Those are shown in Table 4-3. 

 

Table 4-2.   Input and boundary conditions values used in CFD code 3-D turbulent duct analysis and for analytic comparison 

reasons. 

Property Name Value Units 

Experimental Pressure Drop 0.80 PSI 

Reynolds Number (inner) 143,057 -- 

Reynolds Number (outer) 11,081 -- 

Total Pressure (inner) 15,503 Pa 

Total Pressure (outer) 6,728 Pa 

Analytic Inner average velocity 4.474 m/s 

Analytic Outer average velocity 1.559 m/s 

Entrance Length (inner) 0.206 m 

Entrance Length (outer) 0.030 m 

Friction Factor (inner) 0.017 -- 

Friction Factor (outer) 0.030 -- 
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Table 4-3.   Material properties used in CFD code 3-D turbulent duct analysis. 

Material Properties Value Units 

Beryllium Density 1,850 kg/m³ 

Beryllium Molecular Weight 9.012 kg/kmol 

Beryllium Specific Heat Capacity 1,925 J/kg-K 

Beryllium Thermal Conductivity 182 W/mK 

Beryllium Thermal Expansion Coefficient 1.1602E-05 1/K 

Beryllium Young’s Modulus 296,605 MPa 

Water Density 997.561 kg/m³ 

Water Kinematic Viscosity 8.8870E-04 Pa-s 

Water Thermal Expansion Coefficient 3.91E-04 1/K 

Water Specific Heat Capacity 4,181.72 J/kg-K 

Water Thermal Conductivity 6.2027E-01 W/m-K 

 

The most important results from this study were the heat transfer coefficients of the cooled 

reflector surfaces.  However, an average heat transfer coefficient maybe calculated and compared 

to the numeric model results.  To do that, the Prandtl number is computed using the following 

equation, where cp was the fluid’s specific heat capacity, μ is the fluid’s dynamic viscosity, and k 

was the fluid’s thermal conductivity. 

  (4.19) 

Since the average heat transfer coefficient is calculated from Nusselt number, this was the next 

factor to compute.  The correlation that was used was Gnielinski correlation, which describes 

turbulent flow for internal cylinders and is considered more accurate than most correlations [59].  

Here, f is Darcy friction factor that was found using Eq. (4.14) or Eq. (4.15)  and Pr is the 

Prandtl number.  Once the Nusselt number is known, then the average heat transfer coefficient 

may be calculated, using Eq. 10.  The final values computed are shown in Table 4-4.  
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  (4.21) 

 
Table 4-4.   Calculated values of heat transfer coefficient for inner and outer flow gap. 

Property Name Value Units 

Prandtl Number (inner & outer) 5.99 -- 

Nusselt (inner) 761.29 -- 

Nusselt (outer) 82.33 -- 

"h" (inner) – calculated 16,612 W/m²K 

"h" (outer) - calculated 8,080 W/m²K 

 

A numerical analysis was completed on this reflector problem with the help of Star-CCM+.  The 

objective of this study was to determine the heat transfer coefficients and compare results to a 

derived analytical solution.  Previous results found the Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model 

produces acceptable results for test cases like free shear flows, near-wall flows at low and high 

Reynolds number and laminar-turbulent tripping regions and well as simply duct-like geometry 

[60] [61].  Therefore, the Spalart-Allmaras model was used here.  To verify results, a k-ω model 

was created since this model is more widely accepted in the CFD community and results from 

the two models compared.  There were two types of mesh used: a polyhedral mesh for the solid 

heat transfer portion and a trimmer structured brick-like mesh for the flow portion.  In Fig.  4-14, 

the different meshes are shown.  For the inner and outer flow channels, a trimmer mesh is used 

and for the solid reflector, a standard polyhedral mesh was used, which looks much like a 

honeycomb structure.  As shown previously, the program has the ability to increase the mesh 

density near the wall, which was used in this project.  Fluid flow is very dependent on the nature 

of the walls that the fluid flows across. 

 

 D
Nu k

h
D
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Fig.  4-14.   Combination meshing of internal flow duct and solid material. 

 

The Spalart-Allmaras turbulence model which only needs to solve one partial differential 

equation making it less memory-intensive and will converge faster than more complicated 

models since more complicated models require more equations.  In general, the Spalart-Allmaras 

model tends to have difficulty predicting flows with large system rotations, streamline curvature, 

massively separated flows, or complex internal flows; however, the Spalart-Allmaras model can 

be effective as a low-Reynolds number model, flows with mild separation and recirculation, and 

attached wall-bounded flows.  Furthermore, the advantage of this model is that it is quite stable 

and shows good convergence.   

 

One factor that was monitored in this study is the y+ factor, which is a non-dimensional wall 

distance for a well-bounded flow.  It corresponds to the law of the wall, which suggestions that 

the average velocity of a turbulent flow at a certain point is proportional to the logarithm of the 

distance from that point to the wall or the boundary of the fluid region.  The factor y+ is non-

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Velocity
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fluid
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dimensional distance of first node close to the wall which depends on friction velocity. Since, 

each turbulence model simulates the fluid velocity profile which makes the pressure drop known, 

the value of y+ is an important parameter to predict the flow field of boundary layer.  For good 

estimations, it is important that the distance be greater than zero, but less than five, or greater 

than thirty.  It is vital that the y+ factor not be between five and thirty because this will lead to 

numerical errors.   

For comparison purposes only, the analytical resultant pressure drop was 5,516 Pa for a flow 

velocity in the inner region of 4.475 m/s and a flow velocity in the outer region of 1.559 m/s.  

Furthermore, the calculated average heat transfer coefficient was found to be 16,612 W/m²K for 

the inner flow gap and 8080 W/m²K for the outer flow gap and is based on a correlated Nusselt 

number.  For reference, the complete analytic calculations code for MATLAB is available in 

Appendix C. 

 

4.10. MURR FLUID MESH STUDY 

To determine the accuracy of results from the fluid model, a mesh study was completed to 

determine the best model.  For model inputs, the entrances were treated as stagnation pressure 

inlets and required a total pressure input, while the exits were treated as a pressure outlet and set 

to 0.0 Pa.  For simplicity and lack of information, the top and bottom surfaces of the beryllium 

were set to adiabatic. Smooth walls were used along with the no-slip wall condition.  For 

simplicity, the time step was not varied and all calculations were done at steady state. 

 

The mesh study kept the dimensions and boundary conditions constant, while changing only the 

grid spacing.  The grid spacing was adjusted for base size values of 0.01 and 0.005 for the solid 
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reflector part and 0.1, 0.03, 0.02, 0.05, 0.025, and 0.0075 for the flow part.  Different prism 

layering was used to produce higher density mesh near the wall.  With constant prism layers at 

10, the thickness was adjusted for 0.01, 0.005, 0.0025, 0.001, and 0.0075.  The inner and outer 

gaps converged independent of each other so the relative error results could report 

independently.  The different grid spacing produced a different number of control volumes.  The 

total number of cells are also reported, see Table 4-5. 

 

Table 4-5.   Base size with correlating control volume cell number. 

Trial 

Inner 

Flow 

Base 

Size 

(m) 

Inner 

Flow 

Prism 

(m) 

Inner 

Flow 

Prism 

Layers 

Outer 

Flow 

Base 

Size 

(m) 

Outer 

Flow 

Prism 

(m) 

Outer 

Flow 

Prism 

Layers 

Solid 

Base 

Size 

(m) 

Inner 

gap 

cells 

Outer 

Gap 

Cells 

Solid 

Cells 

SUM 

of all cells 

1 0.1 0.01 10 0.1 0.01 10 0.01 5032 2,888 165,179 173,099 

2 0.05 0.005 10 0.05 0.005 10 0.005 130,416 152,752 987,779 1,270,947 

3 0.03 0.003 10 0.03 0.001 10 0.005 384,024 552,680 987,779 1,924,483 

4 0.025 0.001 10 0.025 0.0025 10 0.005 476,659 737,948 987,779 2,202,386 

5 0.025 0.001 10 0.02 0.001 10 0.005 476,659 1,246,064 987,779 2,710,502 

6 0.025 0.001 10 0.0075 0.00075 10 0.005 476,659 8,909,548 987,779 10,373,986 

 

During the simulation, four variables were monitored at every iteration: the x-, y-, and z- 

momentum residuals, energy residual, and continuity residual, since those were the terms of 

interest.  Continuity residual was consistently higher than the momentum residuals and the 

energy residual was consistently lower than the momentum residuals.  To ensure good results 

within the software, a tolerance was set to monitor when the residual flatten out and no longer 

changed at which the software stopped.   

 

4.11. MURR FLUID MODELING RESULTS 

To validate, the study found a steady state resultant pressure differential in the inner flow gap to 

have an absolute error of 77 Pa for a relative percent error of 1.40 % and an absolute error of 12 
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Pa for a relative percent error of 0.23 % in the outer flow gap.  Additionally, the study found the 

flow velocity in the inner flow gap to have an absolute error of 0.0315 m/s for a relative percent 

error of 0.70 % and an absolute error of 0.0010 m/s for a relative percent error of 0.065 % in the 

outer flow gap.  The largest continuity residual was found to be 1 x 10-4, while the largest 

directional momentum residual was found to be 1 x 10-8. 

 

Since both outlets had zero pressure, the pressure drop could be determined by checking the inlet 

pressure using surface average.  Only during one simulation did the y+ factor reach into the 

problematic region but this was with the lowest cell count, a model not considered for results that 

were usable.  Higher cell count found the y+ factor mostly below 3 and with the highest value at 

4.3 for one simulation.  Since the model with highest cell count was considered the best model of 

those tested, it is evident from Fig.  4-15, that the mesh is such that the numeric results are not 

pixilated, which suggests that the solutions are not erratic.  
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Fig.  4-15.   y+ results from highest cell count fluid model. 

 

For the heat transfer analysis, a uniform flux of 4.65 W/cm3 was applied to the solid and was 

used for comparison purposes.  From the CFD study, the average heat transfer coefficient was 

found to be 27,760 W/m²K in the inner flow gap and 10,841 W/m²K in the outer flow gap.    The 

coefficients are different due to the nature of the channels, since the outer channel is significantly 

thinner than the inner channel.  

 

The result accuracy did increase with a decrease in mesh size.  However, as base (or mesh) size 

for the different regions decreased, the amount of total cells increased and more iterations were 

needed to reach a solution.  Altogether, all trials took approximately 7 days to complete, iterating 

as many as 35,216 iterations.  Since the true pressure drop and true velocities were known from 

analytic derivations, the relative difference could be found and was used in comparing results, 

see Eq. (4.22).  More effort was spent investigating the outer gap since meshing was much 
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harder than the inner gap.  The final relative difference for the outer pressure was 0.23% and 

outer velocity relative difference was 0.06 % while the final relative difference for inner pressure 

was 1.40 % and inner velocity relative difference was 0.7 %.  The best model had a total of 

10,373,986 elements.  With errors this small, further mesh studies in the flow regions are 

probably not likely.  For reference, the mesh study error plots are included in Fig.  4-16 and Fig.  

4-17, showing that the increase in cell count did in fact reduce overall error.  Again, error here is 

assuming the analytical solutions derived are “true” while the numerical results are the 

experimental results. 

 

 

Fig.  4-16.  Relative error pressure differential plots for increasing cell count. 

 

 
true experimental

experimental

Relative Error = 
y y

y


  (4.22) 
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Fig.  4-17.  Relative error velocity plots for increasing cell count. 

 

The most important factor here was the heat transfer coefficient study.  For reference, the 

analytic average heat transfer coefficient solutions are provided in Table 4-4.  Using the mesh 

study to find a good model, the numeric model suggests that the inner heat transfer coefficient 

was found to be 27,759 W/m²K, while the outer heat transfer coefficient was found to be 10,841 

W/m²K.  The derived (calculated) heat transfer coefficients are more than likely incorrect for two 

reasons: the Nusselt number is merely a correlation and the material properties were found at 20 

°C.  By finding the heat transfer coefficients to be different in each channel, the MATLAB 

model was revised in order to accommodate different heat transfer coefficients in the inner and 

outer fluid as well as different input temperatures at each inlet.   

 

Complete results are provided in Table 4-6. 
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Table 4-6.   Complete data from CFD study. 

Trial 

Inner 

Flow 

Base 

Size (m) 

Inner 

Flow 

Prism (m) 

Inner 

Flow 

Prism 

Layers 

Outer 

Flow 

Base 

Size (m) 

Outer 

Flow 

Prism (m) 

Outer 

Flow 

Prism 

Layers 

Solid 

Base 

Size (m) 

TOTAL 

Number 

of Cells 

1 0.1 0.01 10 0.1 0.01 10 0.01 173,099 

2 0.05 0.005 10 0.05 0.005 10 0.005 1,2709,47 

3 0.03 0.003 10 0.03 0.001 10 0.005 1,924,483 

4 0.025 0.001 10 0.025 0.0025 10 0.005 2,202,386 

5 0.025 0.001 10 0.02 0.001 10 0.005 2,710,502 

6 0.025 0.001 10 0.0075 0.00075 10 0.005 10,373,986 

Trial 
SUM 

of all cells 

Inner 

Relative 

Pressure 

Error 

Outer 

Relative 

Pressure 

Error 

Inner 

Relative 

Velocity 

Error 

Outer 

Relative 

Velocity 

Error 

STAR-

CCM 

Temp. (C) 

Inner Heat 

Transfer 

Coeff 

W/m²K 

Outer Heat 

Transfer 

Coeff 

W/m²K 

1 173,099 0.119 0.676 0.034 0.958 90.73 22,540 883 

2 1,270,947 0.113 0.047 0.033 0.095 56.59 28,291 7,602 

3 1,924,483 0.066 0.042 0.019 0.083 56.33 30,566 7,790 

4 2,202,386 0.014 0.040 0.007 0.080 56.18 27,245 7,790 

5 2,710,502 0.014 0.040 0.007 0.078 56.47 27,318 8,243 

6 10,373,986 0.014 0.002 0.007 0.0006 54.42 27,759 10,841 

 

As stated earlier, a single k-ω model was created to determine the accuracy of the Spalart-

Allmaras solution.  This model increased the number of cells overall from ten million to just over 

24.4 million cells.  This was done by adjusting the meshing density close to the wall or boundary 

layers.  The average heat transfer coefficients that were found showed an inner heat transfer 

coefficient of 20,735 W/m²K and an outer heat transfer coefficient of 9970 W/m²K, which are 

noted to be closer to the analytic values than the Spalart-Allmaras results.  However, the relative 

error for the pressure drop is near 16% for the inner gap, which is much higher than the Spalart 

Allmaras solution.  As a result, the k-w model still needs some refinement for better solutions.  

As for the pressure difference and velocity difference, the inner and outer pressure relative 

difference of the k-ω model to experiments done at MURR were 16.5 % and 3.17 %.  The 

difference in velocity relative to the calculated velocity from the pressure drop were 2.21 % for 

inner gap velocity and 0.25 % for outer gap velocity.  The y+ region ranges from 0.325 to 1.576 

approximately, well within the appropriate range.  It is to be noted that the numerical simulations 
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of both turbulence models are similar in that both models are over predicting the analytic 

solution found.  Since there is still some potential here, more k-ω models with finer meshes 

(more than 24.4 million cells) could be created in the future to verify which model is more 

accurate.   For residual plots and y+ figures, please refer to Appendix D.  However, since the 

relative errors for the pressure drop and fluid velocity are lower with the Spalart Allmaras 

solution, the heat transfer coefficients found during simulations will be used in the stress 

analysis. 
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CHAPTER 5 FAILURE DETERMINATION 

Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1 

 

5.1. POTENTIAL FAILURE MECHANISMS INVESTIGATED 

From the overall view, one of the issues that has been discovered is that the reflector is not 

simply failing due to a steady state thermal flux load and swelling.  Since the reactor is 

periodically shut down and started on a regular basis each week, it seems worth investigating 

additional failure mechanisms such as a fatigue failure.  To help facilitate the analysis, the 

following failure mechanisms are to be explored: material yielding, brittle fracture, fatigue, 

irradiation creep, radiation damage.  While the specific type of failure is unknown, the resultant 

failure maybe a combination of any of the modes listed previously; thus, a bit of detective work 

is needed to approximate the type of failure. 

 

5.2. STRESS YIELD 

The first potential failure mechanism investigated was a simple ductile yield.  Without adding 

the swelling component, a three dimensional model complete with beam port holes was created 

and the HEU gamma heating surface fit was applied as a heat generation load.  Since this 

mechanism is a ductile yield, the von Mises yield criterion is used.  The von Mises stress results 

show a maximum stress of 43.1 MPa, at the beam port hole.  Since the yield stress of beryllium 

S-200-FH is 296 MPa, the stress should be much higher for a yield failure.  To verify that the 

non-uniform swelling strain at 8 years does not produce stresses near 253 MPa, which is the 
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amount of stress needed to reach beryllium yield, the von Mises results at 8 years with no 

thermal loads was only 0.276 MPa.  Clearly, the addition of thermal and swelling stress is still 

too small to be near yield strength of beryllium.  There are two points to be highlighted here: 1.) 

ductile yield failure is unlikely, and 2.) swelling stress is very minimal in comparison to the 

thermal stresses.  The stress results in pascal are shown in Fig.  5-1.  The model used for yield 

analysis was the MURR reflector with two beam port holes.  Unlike the solid reflector, the beam 

port model has a stress riser due to the drilling of the two holes, which why the peak stress value 

is located at the hole.  However, the stress as a result from the swelling strain in Fig.  5-1b is 

mostly due to the mechanical boundary conditions.  Please note that there are no thermal stresses 

in Fig.  5-1b.  The numerical setup complete with boundary conditions, mesh information, 

geometry and equations can be found in chapter 5. 

 

 

Fig.  5-1.   Stress results in pascal (a) from thermal stresses only and (b) from swelling. 

 

5.3. FATIGUE 

Since a simple yield failure was shown to be unlikely, the next step was to evaluate of brittle 
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type failure.  Fatigue failure occurs when a material fractures by means of continuous brittle 

cracking under a repeated alternating or cyclic stresses considerably below the apparent normal 

strength of a material.  This type of failure is considered one of several types of brittle failures; 

however, in the local crack the material yield is exceeded and thus causing further cracks to form 

and grow.  The situations are low stress and high number of cycles or high stress and low 

number of cycles.  To determine the number of cycles in 8 years, it was assumed that MURR 

refuels every week; therefore, the reflector sees 52 shutdown cycles per year.  At 8 years, that 

total number is 416.  Shown below, Fig.  5-2 plots the range of the strength versus number of 

cycles for beryllium S-200-FH [62].  Even at an assumed 500 cycles per 8 years, the strength of 

the beryllium material reduces only to 184 MPa.  Shown in Fig.  5-1(a), the peak stress value is 

still only 43 MPa.  Since neither the stress nor the number of cycles are high enough, fatigue 

does not likely explain the reflector failure.  However, it is still assumed that based on the visual 

of the MURR reflector failure, a brittle failure is most probable [38] [41]. 
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Fig.  5-2.   Fatigue strength model for beryllium S-200-FH. 

 

5.4. CRACK FRACTURE MECHANICS 

Given the type of failure observed, a brittle type failure is still the most logical explanation.  

Having reviewed fatigue theory, crack fracture mechanics seemed to be the next method to 

investigate.  Shown in Fig.  5-3, there are three fracture modes [63].  The fracture mode type that 
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is assumed to match the reflector situation is mode 1, opening crack.   

 

Fig.  5-3.   Different mode type fractures: (left) opening crack (center) sliding and (right) tearing. 

 

Materials have a property that is used to describe its ability to resist fracture while containing a 

crack.  This property is called fracture toughness and is described by the symbol KIC, also known 

as stress intensity factor.  This factor is used to predict the stress state ("stress intensity") near the 

tip of a crack caused by a remote load or residual stresses.  Ceramics for example have a stress 

intensity factor near 3 to 5 MPa-m1/2, while materials like aluminum 6061-T6 have a stress 

intensity factor equal to 29 MPa-m1/2 [64, 65].  Beryllium S-200-FH unirradiated fracture 

toughness is 10.6 MPa-m1/2 [48, 49].  The fracture toughness equation is shown in Eq. (5.1), 

where KIC is the fracture toughness of material, σ is the peak stress value, and c is the length of a 

crack that will cause ultimate failure.  The variable Y is a stress intensity modification factor and 

are generally found in tables.  The variables that affect Y are purely geometry and nearby 

boundary surfaces. 

    (5.1) 

Since Y is unknown, several cases where considered to determine its value.  Firstly, the crack 

could be internal or external.  Additionally, the crack direction could be axial or circumferential.  

After reviewing the stress intensity modification factor tables, the four cases were tabulated as 

YICK c  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stress_(mechanics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Structural_load
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well as a default two dimensional flat plane option [66]. 

 

Table 5-1.  Tabulated values of the stress intensity modification factor. 

Crack Location Crack Direction Y 

Default 2-D Default 2-D 1.17 

Internal Circumferential 0.71 

External Circumferential 0.73 

Internal Axial 1.18 

External Axial 0.60 

 

Lower values of Y will lead to larger critical crack lengths, which will in turn suggest longer 

lifespans.  The crack is likely to originate internally due to higher temperatures and fluence 

exposure; thus, the Y value is probably 0.71 or 1.18.  Nonetheless, the direction of the crack, 

albeit axial or circumferential, is unknown.  Therefore, further deductions are not possible.  

Typically, the modification factor is 1.12-1.17 for sharp cracks in two dimensional space 

initiated on the surface, for an infinitely large plate. 

 

However, Eq. (5.1) should not be confused with the fracture intensity factor for mode one, see 

Fig.  5-3.  Though the equations are similar, Eq. (5.2) shows what the fracture intensity factor is 

for a given stress that exists in a system along with an existing crack.  For simplicity, the Y 

variable was selected to be 1.17.  This equation is used calculate the stress intensity factor for 

mode one only, not the material property (which is always known for an unirradiated material). 

  (5.2) 

To use Eq. (5.1), typically the fracture toughness of a material is known while the crack length is 

unknown.  Under a given stress, ultimate failure occurs when a crack reaches the specific length 

for a given material fracture toughness. 

 

 1.17IK c  
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As a side note, since the failure type is fracture mechanics, the failure criteria is no longer 

ductile; therefore, Von Mises failure criteria may not be used to find the peak stress value.  The 

stress results should be interpreted from principal stress, which is basically the maximum stress 

present in each direction.   

 

The next step in this theory was to determine what types of cracks were present, if any.  Firstly, 

since gases build up in the beryllium structure, gas pores could appear to be interpreted as cracks.  

In literature, several pores were measured or directly recorded from papers along with fluences 

and energy [18], [67], [68].  The largest pore found was approximately 75 μm, from Table 5-2. 

 

Table 5-2.   Sample of pore sizes from gas production. 

TYPE Fluence Size (um) Energy MURR Peak flux time (yrs) 

TIP 70 1.50 (1023) 1-3 (>0.1 MeV) 11.7 

TIP 200 1.20 (1023) 10-15 (>0.1 MeV) 9.3 

Hexpore 1.30 (1021) 15 (>1.0 MeV) 0.2 

TE-400 1.60 (1023) 75 (>0.1 MeV) 12.4 

 

However, these seemed very small.  Review of the MURR reflector drawings, the surface 

roughness was set to an average of 125 μm (which could be interpreted to mean actual valleys 

are larger than the average value), and further conversations with Materion suggested that 

internal flaws with lengths of 125-250 μm were very possible as well [50].  

 

To test the validity of a crack approach, a purely academic study was done to determine potential 

critical crack lengths needed for an ultimate failure.  Values of KIC were assumed as was the 

potential peak stress values.  Since a crack length of 125-250 μm is possible, then it appears from 

Table 5-3 that this approach has a strong potential, if the stress intensity factor were ever reduced 
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to a range typical to ceramics and the peak stress value was more than doubled.  Again, Y was 

chosen to be 1.17. 

 

Table 5-3.   Academic crack fracture failure study. 

FRACTURE TOUGHNESS σ = 20 MPa σ = 67.1 MPa σ = 105 MPa 

KIC = 10.6 64.09 mm 5.69 mm 2.33 mm 

KIC = 7 28.48 mm 2.53 mm 1.03 mm 

KIC = 4 9.3 mm 0.83 mm 0.34 mm 

* Crack lengths in mm 

 

5.5. CRACK PROPAGATION THEORY 

Since crack theory seems very promising, perhaps further study is needed to determine if an 

existing crack might grow over time.  The equations shown next are the crack growth per cycle 

(note Eq. (5.3) and Eq. (5.4) are in English units) [22].  However, ΔKIC from these equations are 

unknown and equation to compute ΔKIC are shown in Eq. (5.5), which looks very similar to Eq. 

(5.1).  As mentioned earlier, Y is still chosen to be 1.17. 

 

   

(5.3) 

 

   

(5.4) 

 

   

(5.5) 

To determine ΔKIC, Δσ is known to be the stress at maximum and minimum, (67 MPa) and c is 

approximately 125 μm.  Therefore, ΔKIC is 1.55 MPa-m1/2 (1.42 ksi-in1/2).  Once ΔKIC is known, 

 -16 8.768.9 10 IC

dc
K

dN
 

 -27 21.458.9 10 IC

dc
K

dN
 

 1.17ICK c   
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the crack growth per cycle can be determined.  For Eq. (5.3), the growth rate is 0.0005 nm/cycle 

while for Eq. (5.4), the growth rate is even smaller: 2.12 (10-13) nm/cycle.  At an assumed 500 

cycles, the total crack growth is 0.21 nm or 8.8 (10-11) nm.  These values are too small to have an 

impact since an existing crack of 125 μm is possible.  Crack propagation is very unlikely, but not 

impossible. 

 

5.6. CHOSEN FAILURE TECHNIQUE 

In reviewing potential failure mechanisms, the evidence shows that a simple stress yield, fatigue 

or crack propagation are improbably since the several conditions that were studied did not seem 

to contribute to the observed failure.  The most likely type of failure is attributed to brittle 

fracture mechanics and crack theory.  The next point to be investigated is how quantify the 

swelling seen in materials that are irradiated. 
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CHAPTER 6 RESULTS 

Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1 

 

6.1. CASE STUDY 1 MURR HEU & BEAM PORT HOLES 

The first set of results of the case studies attempts to characterize the first beryllium reflector 

failure at MURR.  Since the failure that occurred was documented to be about 26,000 MWd (or 8 

years), the material degradation was computed at 8 years.  The cross-sectional thermal 

conductivity nodes are found in Table 6-1 with a 10% variation.  The elastic modulus changes 

shown in Table 6-2, again complete with a 10% variation.  A ±10% variation was assigned to the 

thermal conductivity results since none was report in the journal paper from which data was 

extracted [18].  This variation was carried through is all calculations that used thermal 

conductivity as an input.  For additional model inputs, please refer back to chapter 4 and 5.   
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Table 6-1.   Thermal conductivity results at 8 years based on fluence at each node. 

RADIUS (m) HEIGHT (m) 

THERMAL 

CONDUCTIVITY 

(W/mK) 

+10% 

(W/mK) 

-10% 

(W/mK) 

0.185 0.102 80.15 88.17 72.14 

0.208 0.102 85.52 94.08 76.97 

0.231 0.102 95.47 105.02 85.93 

0.185 0.292 49.28 54.21 44.35 

0.208 0.292 52.08 57.29 46.87 

0.231 0.292 59.29 65.22 53.36 

0.185 0.483 47.26 51.98 42.53 

0.208 0.483 48.45 53.30 43.61 

0.231 0.483 52.47 57.71 47.22 

0.185 0.673 52.20 57.43 46.98 

0.208 0.673 55.47 61.02 49.93 

0.231 0.673 62.77 69.05 56.49 

0.185 0.851 122.43 134.67 110.19 

0.208 0.851 120.78 132.86 108.70 

0.231 0.851 123.57 135.92 111.21 

 

 

Since there is no definitive description on whether elastic modulus changes, Model 1 was created 

so that both thermal conductivity and elastic modulus were updated based on fluence and 

porosity.  Please note that the 10% column is the variation associated with thermal conductivity, 

which is prorogated through the porosity model and finally to the elastic modulus linear model.   

Next, Model 2 was created with that assumed no change in elastic modulus and the new material 

property was used and may be found in Table 6-2. 
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Table 6-2.   Elastic modulus results at 8 years based on porosity. 

RADIUS (m) HEIGHT (m) 

ELASTIC 

MODULUS 

(Pa) 

+10% (Pa) -10% (Pa) 
POISSON 

RATIO 

0.185 0.102 1.914 (1011) 2.000 (1011) 1.822 (1011) 0.031 

0.208 0.102 1.972 (1011) 2.061 (1011) 2.878 (1011) 0.031 

0.231 0.102 2.075 (1011) 2.169 (1011) 1.977 (1011) 0.031 

0.185 0.292 1.514 (1011) 1.589 (1011) 1.435 (1011) 0.031 

0.208 0.292 1.557 (1011) 1.632 (1011) 1.477 (1011) 0.031 

0.231 0.292 1.660 (1011) 1.738 (1011) 1.576 (1011) 0.031 

0.185 0.483 1.483 (1011) 1.556 (1011) 1.404 (1011) 0.031 

0.208 0.483 1.502 (1011) 1.575 (1011) 1.423 (1011) 0.031 

0.231 0.483 1.563 (1011) 1.638 (1011) 1.482 (1011) 0.031 

0.185 0.673 1.559 (1011) 1.634 (1011) 1.478 (1011) 0.031 

0.208 0.673 1.606 (1011) 1.683 (1011) 1.525 (1011) 0.031 

0.231 0.673 1.706 (1011) 1.785 (1011) 1.621 (1011) 0.031 

0.185 0.851 2.332 (1011) 2.445 (1011) 2.218 (1011) 0.031 

0.208 0.851 2.317 (1011) 2.428 (1011) 2.204 (1011) 0.031 

0.231 0.851 2.343 (1011) 2.457 (1011) 2.228 (1011) 0.031 

 

 

At 8 years, the numeric beam port Model 1 reported a peak principal stress value of 65,765,000, 

with the variation banded at 62,400,000 Pa and 69,700,000 Pa while Model 2 reported a peak 

principal stress value of 101,930,000 Pa, see Fig.  6-1.  The variation results are banded at 

92,480,000 Pa and 113,490,000 Pa.  A sample ABAQUS input file is included in Appendix F. 
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Fig.  6-1.  Stress contour plot of maximum principal stress for beam port model 2 at 8 years. 

 

The fracture toughness found at the peak principal stress location was found to be 3.135 with the 

variations models at 3.352 MPa-m1/2 and 2.897 MPa-m1/2 for both models since the fracture 

toughness model is based on change to porosity.  Therefore, the critical crack lengths for 8 years 

was 530 (+140,-130) μm for Model 1 and 220 (+110, -69) μm for Model 2.  The approach was 

completed for 5 years, 9 years and 12 years.  The results complete with ±10% variation models 

are shown in Fig.  6-2.  Please note that the solid horizontal lines represents an assumed crack 

flaw already existing in the reflector to be 250 μm while the dotted line represents a crack flaw 

of 125 μm.  The plot shows the y-axis to be logarithmic while the bottom x-axis are in terms of 
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years and the top x-axis in terms of megawatt days, a 6.3 day/week operating MURR cycle.  This 

will be the format for all critical crack length plots shown in this section. 

 

 

Fig.  6-2.  Critical crack length trends from 5 years to 12 years for beryllium fracture analysis.    

 

6.2. CASE STUDY 1 DISCUSSION 

The target critical crack length is within the range of 125 μm minimum to 250 μm maximum.  

The Model 2 intercepts the target critical crack length at approximately 7.5 years, with the 

variation factor around -1.4 years and + 1.6 years.  While Model 1 variation does not intercept 

until about 11.2 years, the actual Model 1 analysis does not intercept the target crack length until 

well after 12 years.  According to these results, Model 2 does the best to intercept the crack 

length at 7.5 years, the closest result to the observed failure.  
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6.3. CASE STUDY 2 MURR HEU CYLINDER WITHOUT HOLES 

Since the results from case study 1 seem to agree with the historic failure under Model 2, the 

same approach was applied to case study 2, where the only difference was the beam port holes 

which acted as stress risers were eliminated from the stress model.  The results for the critical 

crack lengths are plotted in Fig.  6-3, complete with ±10% variation models.  Again, please note 

that the solid horizontal lines represents a crack flaw already existing in the reflector to be 250 

μm while the dotted line represents a crack flaw of 125 μm. 

 

Fig.  6-3.  Critical crack length trends from 5 years to 20 years for beryllium fracture analysis, solid model with HEU core. 

 

The target critical crack length is within the range of 125 μm minimum to 250 μm maximum.  

The Model 2 intercepts the target critical crack length at approximately 10.25 years, with the 
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variation factor around -2.3 years and +1.5 years.  Again, Model 1 positive variation does not 

intercept until after 20 years, while the actual Model 1 analysis does not intercept the target crack 

length until well after 40 years.  According to these results, Model 2 does the best to intercept the 

crack length at 10.25 years, theoretically.  

 

6.4. CASE STUDY 3 MURR LEU CYLINDER WITHOUT HOLES 

Since MURR will be converting their HEU fuel core to LEU fuel, the same analysis was 

completed on a solid cylinder but with different neutron flux fields and different heat generation 

terms.  The results for the critical crack length are plotted in Fig.  6-4, complete with ±10% 

variation models.  It shown be explained that the operating cycle of 6.3 days/week is the same 

except the power output has risen from 10 MW used in previous plots to 12 MW with the LEU 

core (i.e. 26,000 MWd under 10 MW does not equal 26,000 MWd under 12 MW).  As was 

expected, the lifespan will be longer than the solid HEU reflector. 
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Fig.  6-4.  Critical crack length trends from 5 years to 20 years for beryllium fracture analysis, solid model with LEU core. 

 

The target critical crack length is within the range of 125 μm minimum to 250 μm maximum.  

The Model 2 intercepts the target critical crack length at approximately 12.47 years, with the 

variation factor around -2.6 years and +4.7 years.  Model 1 variations results do not intercept 

until well after 50 years, while the actual Model 1 analysis does not seem to intercept the target 

crack length.  According to these results, Model 2 does the best to intercept the crack length at 

12.47 years, theoretically.  
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSIONS 

Equation Chapter (Next) Section 1 

7.1. DISCUSSION 

The beryllium reflector fail is likely due to fractures and not a simple yield failure.  Several 

material models were necessary to describe the fundamental changes in material due to neutron 

bombardment.  However, there is on-going discussion as to whether or not the elastic modulus 

changes due to irradiation.  After combining the fracture mechanics failure type and fluence-

based material property degradation models, a technique emerges to reasonably explain a 

fracture type failure.  As was clear from the plotted results in chapter 6, Model 2 appears to more 

accurately predict failure, based on the initial failure for the beam port reflector.  To reiterate, 

Model 2 only changes thermal conductivity as a function of fluence while keeping Poisson’s 

ratio and the modulus of elasticity the same as new, unirradiated material.  The process to not 

change the elastic modulus is more effective to increase stress in the overall system since a 

reduction in the elastic modulus also means the stress in the system must also reduce.  Since the 

predicted failure is practically spot on to a historically documented failure, it is assumed that the 

method presented here, with material property degradation based on fluence and applied fracture 

mechanics, has the potential to effectively predict failure in additional low ductile materials.  

Those conditions include low stresses, low number of fatigue cycles, helium and tritium gas 

production as an irradiation by-production, and irradiation by thermal neutron as can be seen in 

research reactors.   
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As a result, the case studies found failure for the beam port model under a HEU core at 7.4 years, 

for the solid model under a HEU core at 10.25 years and finally a solid model under a LEU core 

at 12.47 years.  However, the models are only as good as the data available.  Since much of the 

work shown here is dependent upon many assumptions and data presented by other scientists, 

there will be quite a few recommendations concerning this project.  It is hopefully that in 

collaboration with the Advanced Test Reactor (ATR) at Idaho National Lab (INL) who 

document beryllium failure more precisely and more often, the research here will continue to 

progress and become more accurate. 

 

7.2. RECOMMENDATIONS 

In order to make progress in this work, many assumptions were made and outlined in the work 

accordingly.  To verify the validity of the approach, the initial results seem to support the 

process.  However, for the models that have no existing failure points, there will be no way to 

prove the method, which is submitted here. 

 

Since most of the material inputs to this work rely on data from other countries, the first and 

foremost important topic is to verify the reduction in thermal conductivity over a variety of 

fluences.  Since it will be necessary to get data from pieces that are older than 12 years, perhaps 

MURR will consent to testing the reflectors that were removed after 8 years of use.  This would 

help pinpoint the accuracy of the Russian journal paper used to model thermal conductivity 

reduction.  In addition to testing thermal conductivity, it would be wise to determine the elastic 

modulus over time as well.  This will answer the following question: does the elastic modulus 
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change with irradiation?  Next, by checking the fracture toughness, this would also lend support 

to this research, since the fracture toughness model is purely theoretical.  Additional research 

here will help explain if the cracks are intergranular or transgranular.   

 

Further studies will be required to determine if the cracks are axial or circumferential as well as 

an accurate stress intensity modification factor.  Since the tables used to determine the 

modification factors rely mostly upon empirical data for cylindrical pressure vessels and 

information about crack dimensions and orientations, further work should be done to investigate 

possible avenues to scientifically derive the stress intensity modification factor on various 

geometries, like the ATR reflector, and all other locations that use beryllium reflectors. Perhaps 

the observations and data collected by ATR will shed some light on how cracks are oriented once 

then begin and some reverse engineering could be done to back out the modification factor that is 

based on geometry, crack orientation, stress and porosity.  

 

Another option that may help characterize material damage in the lattice structure is x-ray 

diffraction (XRD).  XRD would distinguish the distribution of vacancies and interstitials as well 

as foreign objects that result from a radiation by-product.  Additionally, results using XRD 

would show residual stresses that would exist in a structure after removal from the radioactive 

environment.  The results would also be able to determine the grain size and of course changes in 

the crystalline structure.  Since the microstructure of the HIP’d beryllium is still somewhat 

unknown, grain images would help identify the size of the grains and whether or not a fracture 
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mechanics approach with a critical crack length of 250 μm is realistic.  Literature shows an 

average grain size of around 15 μm [69]. 

 

Lastly, a non-destructive method should be devised such that the reflector can be scanned to find 

existing cracks.  The scanning tool must determine location of the cracks, the length of those 

cracks, and direction of cracks.  If many cracks appear to be present prior to installation in the 

reactor, the manufacture may need to seek additional methods to prevent or fill such cracks. 
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Appendix A  

Subroutine used for nonuniform material properties 

      SUBROUTINE USDFLD(FIELD,STATEV,PNEWDT,DIRECT,T,CELENT,TIME,DTIME, 

     1 CMNAME,ORNAME,NFIELD,NSTATV,NOEL,NPT,LAYER,KSPT,KSTEP,KINC, 

     2 NDI,nshr,coord,jmac,jmtyp,matlayo,laccflg) 

C 

      INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC' 

C 

      CHARACTER*80 CMNAME,ORNAME 

      CHARACTER*3 FLGRAY(15) 

      DIMENSION FIELD(NFIELD),STATEV(NSTATV),DIRECT(3,3),T(3,3),TIME(2), 

     *  coord(*),jmac(*),jmtyp(*) 

      DIMENSION ARRAY(15),JARRAY(15) 

C 

C INITIALIZE X AND Y FROM COORDINATE VARIABLE. 

      x = coord(1) 

      y = coord(2) 

z = coord(3) 

C    

   FIELD(1)= sqrt(x**2 + z**2) 

   FIELD(2)= y 

C   FIELD(3)=TIME(2) 

C 

      RETURN 

      END 

 

 

Command line for cluster with subroutine 
 

-job input_file_name -user USDFLD_subroutine_file_name -interactive -cpus 12 
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Appendix B  

MATLAB Thermal Conductivity Model MURR (HEU & LEU) 

SCRIPT for calculating thermal conductivity and porosity 

%%% Function for calculating material properties as derived for MURR 

%%% conditions and reflector. 

% inputs: time in years and then select HEU or LEU, by selecting 1 

% or 2, respectively 

% outputs: thermal conductivity and porosity with variation models 

 

clear all, close all, clc, format compact, format long g 

 

%%%%%% this analysis includes +/- 10% variation %%%%%%%%% 

 

t = input('Enter year for thermal conductivity and porosity properties 

(+/-10% variation): '); 

energy = input('Enter 1 = HEU, Enter 2 = LEU: '); 

 

FLD(:,1) = 

[0.185,0.208,0.231,0.185,0.208,0.231,0.185,0.208,0.231,0.185,... 

    0.208,0.231,0.185,0.208,0.231,]; 

FLD(:,2) = 

[0.102,0.102,0.102,0.292,0.292,0.292,0.483,0.483,0.483,0.673,... 

    0.673,0.673,0.851,0.851,0.851]; 

time = t 

 

 

 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% HEU %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

if energy == 1 

 

% calculate -10% variation 

[por,abaqus_k,k] = HEU_curvefit(time); 

k_input = abaqus_k*.9; 

for ii = 1:length(k_input) 

    k = k_input(ii); 

    syms p positive 

    p = solve(k == 182.*(1 - p)./(1 + 3.7.*(p.^2)),p); 

    por_10perNEG(ii,1) = eval(p); 

    clear p 

end 

 

k_10perNEG = [k_input,FLD] 

por_10perNEG = [por_10perNEG,FLD] 

 

% calculate +10% variation 

k_input = abaqus_k*1.1; 

for ii = 1:length(k_input) 
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    k = k_input(ii); 

    syms p positive 

    p = solve(k == 182.*(1 - p)./(1 + 3.7.*(p.^2)),p); 

    por_10perPOS(ii,1) = eval(p); 

    clear p 

end 

k_10perPOS = [k_input, FLD] 

por_10perPOS = [por_10perPOS,FLD] 

end 

 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% LEU %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

if energy == 2 

 

% calculate -10% variation 

[por,abaqus_k,k] = LEU_curvefit(time); 

k_input = abaqus_k*.9; 

for ii = 1:length(k_input) 

    k = k_input(ii); 

    syms p positive 

    p = solve(k == 182.*(1 - p)./(1 + 3.7.*(p.^2)),p); 

    por_10perNEG(ii,1) = eval(p); 

    clear p 

end 

 

k_10perNEG = [k_input,FLD] 

por_10perNEG = [por_10perNEG,FLD] 

 

% calculate +10% variation 

k_input = abaqus_k*1.1; 

for ii = 1:length(k_input) 

    k = k_input(ii); 

    syms p positive 

    p = solve(k == 182.*(1 - p)./(1 + 3.7.*(p.^2)),p); 

    por_10perPOS(ii,1) = eval(p); 

    clear p 

end 

k_10perPOS = [k_input, FLD] 

por_10perPOS = [por_10perPOS,FLD] 

end 

 

Function of HEU_curvefit 

function [por,abaqus_k,k_time] = HEU_curvefit(time) 

% time in years 

format long, format compact 

 

paper_fluence = 

[0,0.0658e22,1.64474e22,2e22,8.6e22,10.7321e22,21.46343e22]; 

paper_TC = [172,169.231,100,102,50,45,48]; 

yfit = paper_TC; 

conversion = [60*60*24*7*52]; 
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level_1 = [4.380588E+13,4.570588E+13,4.251765E+13];    % top 

level_2 = [2.599412E+14,2.238235E+14,1.750000E+14]; 

level_3 = [4.091765E+14,3.412353E+14,2.564118E+14];    % middle 

level_4 = [3.150588E+14,2.616471E+14,1.948824E+14]; 

level_5 = [1.137647E+14,1.011235E+14,8.164706E+13];    % bottom 

 

for ii = 1:length(level_1) 

    for jj = 1:length(paper_fluence) 

    time_1(ii,jj) = paper_fluence(jj)/level_1(ii)/conversion; 

    end 

end 

xfit11 = time_1(1,:); xfit12 = time_1(2,:); xfit13 = time_1(3,:); 

     

for ii = 1:length(level_2) 

    for jj = 1:length(paper_fluence) 

    time_2(ii,jj) = paper_fluence(jj)/level_2(ii)/conversion; 

    end 

end 

xfit21 = time_2(1,:); xfit22 = time_2(2,:); xfit23 = time_2(3,:); 

 

for ii = 1:length(level_3) 

    for jj = 1:length(paper_fluence) 

    time_3(ii,jj) = paper_fluence(jj)/level_3(ii)/conversion; 

    end 

end 

xfit31 = time_3(1,:); xfit32 = time_3(2,:); xfit33 = time_3(3,:); 

 

for ii = 1:length(level_4) 

    for jj = 1:length(paper_fluence) 

    time_4(ii,jj) = paper_fluence(jj)/level_4(ii)/conversion; 

    end 

end 

xfit41 = time_4(1,:); xfit42 = time_4(2,:); xfit43 = time_4(3,:); 

 

 

for ii = 1:length(level_5) 

    for jj = 1:length(paper_fluence) 

    time_5(ii,jj) = paper_fluence(jj)/level_5(ii)/conversion; 

    end 

end 

xfit51 = time_5(1,:); xfit52 = time_5(2,:); xfit53 = time_5(3,:); 

 

%% curve fitting 

 

% Level 1 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit11, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.4430441755779 -0.0598639144052227 95.6350165120313 -

0.00808136952645081]; 

% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 
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coeff11= coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit12, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.4430441755779 -0.0624604023052471 95.6350165120313 -

0.00843188416284794]; 

% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff12= coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit13, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.4430441755779 -0.0581034546118287 95.6350165120313 -

0.00784371506853192]; 

% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff13= coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

% Level 2 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit21, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.4430441755779 -0.355228516062019 95.6350165120313 -

0.0479543132645447]; 

% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff21= coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit22, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.443044175578 -0.305871057626907 95.6350165120313 -

0.041291269852439]; 

% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff22= coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit23, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.4430441755778 -0.239150201318042 95.6350165120315 -

0.032284242826052]; 
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% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff23 = coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

% Level 3 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit31, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.4430441755779 -0.559169384854924 95.6350165120313 -

0.0754854484840802]; 

% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff31= coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit32, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.4430441755779 -0.46632280395327 95.6350165120313 -

0.0629515616344039]; 

% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff32 = coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit33, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.4430441755779 -0.350405334801837 95.6350165120313 -

0.0473032046552289]; 

% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff33 = coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

% Level 4 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit41, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.4430441755779 -0.430550716840118 95.6350165120313 -

0.058122484592483]; 

% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff41 = coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit42, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 
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opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.4430441755779 -0.357559752224467 95.6350165120313 -

0.0482690200636131]; 

% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff42 = coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit43, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.4430441755779 -0.266320943961961 95.6350165120313 -

0.0359521755664216]; 

% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff43 = coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

% Level 5 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit51, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.4430441755779 -0.155467719473638 95.6350165120313 -

0.0209874697133311]; 

% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff51 = coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit52, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.4430441755779 -0.138192602188486 95.6350165120313 -

0.0186554035966872]; 

% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff52 = coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit53, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.4430441755778 -0.111576633348721 95.6350165120315 -

0.0150623629204185]; 

% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff53 = coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

k_time = [coeff11(1)*exp(coeff11(2)*time) + 

coeff11(3)*exp(coeff11(4)*time),... 
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coeff12(1)*exp(coeff12(2)*time) + coeff12(3)*exp(coeff12(4)*time),... 

coeff13(1)*exp(coeff13(2)*time) + coeff13(3)*exp(coeff13(4)*time);... 

coeff21(1)*exp(coeff21(2)*time) + coeff21(3)*exp(coeff21(4)*time),... 

coeff22(1)*exp(coeff22(2)*time) + coeff22(3)*exp(coeff22(4)*time),... 

coeff23(1)*exp(coeff23(2)*time) + coeff23(3)*exp(coeff23(4)*time);... 

coeff31(1)*exp(coeff31(2)*time) + coeff31(3)*exp(coeff31(4)*time),... 

coeff32(1)*exp(coeff32(2)*time) + coeff32(3)*exp(coeff32(4)*time),... 

coeff33(1)*exp(coeff33(2)*time) + coeff33(3)*exp(coeff33(4)*time);... 

coeff41(1)*exp(coeff41(2)*time) + coeff41(3)*exp(coeff41(4)*time),... 

coeff42(1)*exp(coeff42(2)*time) + coeff42(3)*exp(coeff42(4)*time),... 

coeff43(1)*exp(coeff43(2)*time) + coeff43(3)*exp(coeff43(4)*time);... 

coeff51(1)*exp(coeff51(2)*time) + coeff51(3)*exp(coeff51(4)*time),... 

coeff52(1)*exp(coeff52(2)*time) + coeff52(3)*exp(coeff52(4)*time),... 

coeff53(1)*exp(coeff53(2)*time) + coeff53(3)*exp(coeff53(4)*time)];... 

 

 

 

 

abaqus_k = 

[k_time(5,1),k_time(5,2),k_time(5,3),k_time(4,1),k_time(4,2),... 

    

k_time(4,3),k_time(3,1),k_time(3,2),k_time(3,3),k_time(2,1),k_time(2,2),..

. 

    k_time(2,3),k_time(1,1),k_time(1,2),k_time(1,3)]'; 

 

 

 

k_input = abaqus_k; 

for ii = 1:length(k_input) 

    k = k_input(ii); 

    syms p positive 

    p = solve(k == 182.*(1 - p)./(1 + 3.7.*(p.^2)),p); 

    por(ii,1) = eval(p); 

    clear p 

end 

 

end 

 

Function for LEU_curvefit 

function [por,abaqus_k,k_time] = LEU_curvefit(time) 

% time in years 

format long, format compact 

 

paper_fluence = 

[0,0.0658e22,1.64474e22,2e22,8.6e22,10.7321e22,21.46343e22]; 

paper_TC = [172,169.231,100,102,50,45,48]; 

yfit = paper_TC; 

conversion = [60*60*24*7*52]; 

 

level_1 = [4.69882e13,4.94353e13,4.55471e13];    % top 

level_2 = [2.76294e14,2.39059e14,1.87235e14]; 

level_3 = [4.35765e14,3.64529e14,2.74529e14];    % middle 
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level_4 = [3.33412e14,2.78059e14,2.07471e14]; 

level_5 = [1.17529e14,1.05294e14,8.56471e13];    % bottom 

 

for ii = 1:length(level_1) 

    for jj = 1:length(paper_fluence) 

    time_1(ii,jj) = paper_fluence(jj)/level_1(ii)/conversion; 

    end 

end 

xfit11 = time_1(1,:); xfit12 = time_1(2,:); xfit13 = time_1(3,:); 

     

for ii = 1:length(level_2) 

    for jj = 1:length(paper_fluence) 

    time_2(ii,jj) = paper_fluence(jj)/level_2(ii)/conversion; 

    end 

end 

xfit21 = time_2(1,:); xfit22 = time_2(2,:); xfit23 = time_2(3,:); 

 

for ii = 1:length(level_3) 

    for jj = 1:length(paper_fluence) 

    time_3(ii,jj) = paper_fluence(jj)/level_3(ii)/conversion; 

    end 

end 

xfit31 = time_3(1,:); xfit32 = time_3(2,:); xfit33 = time_3(3,:); 

 

for ii = 1:length(level_4) 

    for jj = 1:length(paper_fluence) 

    time_4(ii,jj) = paper_fluence(jj)/level_4(ii)/conversion; 

    end 

end 

xfit41 = time_4(1,:); xfit42 = time_4(2,:); xfit43 = time_4(3,:); 

 

 

for ii = 1:length(level_5) 

    for jj = 1:length(paper_fluence) 

    time_5(ii,jj) = paper_fluence(jj)/level_5(ii)/conversion; 

    end 

end 

xfit51 = time_5(1,:); xfit52 = time_5(2,:); xfit53 = time_5(3,:); 

 

%% curve fitting 

 

% Level 1 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit11, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.4430441755778 -0.0642127856546996 95.6350165120315 -

0.00866844833576628]; 

% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff11= coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit12, yfit ); 
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% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.4430441755779 -0.067556925412673 95.6350165120313 -

0.009119892739307]; 

% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff12= coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit13, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.4430441755779 -0.0622434179111598 95.6350165120313 -

0.0084025922081284]; 

% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff13= coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

% Level 2 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit21, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.443044175578 -0.37757580413124 95.6350165120313 -

0.0509711004993211]; 

% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff21= coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit22, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.4430441755779 -0.326691474153655 95.6350165120313 -

0.0441019360328751]; 

% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff22= coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit23, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.4430441755779 -0.25587021682162 95.6350165120313 -

0.0345413726030619]; 

% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff23 = coeffvalues(fitresult); 
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% Level 3 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit31, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.4430441755778 -0.595504499870609 95.6350165120315 -

0.0803905318576832]; 

% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff31= coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit32, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.4430441755779 -0.498155335635796 95.6350165120313 -

0.0672488157322165]; 

% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff32 = coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit33, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.4430441755779 -0.375163803529375 95.6350165120313 -

0.0506454908502469]; 

% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff33 = coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

% Level 4 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit41, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.4430441755778 -0.455631696696292 95.6350165120315 -

0.0615083083949695]; 

% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff41 = coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit42, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.443044175578 -0.379987804733105 95.6350165120313 -

0.0512967101483953]; 
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% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff42 = coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit43, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.4430441755779 -0.283524179529459 95.6350165120313 -

0.038274537962079]; 

% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff43 = coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

% Level 5 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit51, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.4430441755779 -0.160611908632618 95.6350165120313 -

0.0216819130005889]; 

% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff51 = coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit52, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.4430441755779 -0.143891893129039 95.6350165120313 -

0.0194247832235789]; 

% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff52 = coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

[xData, yData] = prepareCurveData( xfit53, yfit ); 

% Set up fittype and options. 

ft = fittype( 'exp2' ); 

opts = fitoptions( 'Method', 'NonlinearLeastSquares' ); 

opts.Display = 'Off'; 

opts.StartPoint = [74.4430441755779 -0.117042978327465 95.6350165120313 -

0.0158002958499837]; 

% Fit model to data. 

[fitresult, gof] = fit( xData, yData, ft, opts ); 

coeff53 = coeffvalues(fitresult); 

 

k_time = [coeff11(1)*exp(coeff11(2)*time) + 

coeff11(3)*exp(coeff11(4)*time),... 

coeff12(1)*exp(coeff12(2)*time) + coeff12(3)*exp(coeff12(4)*time),... 

coeff13(1)*exp(coeff13(2)*time) + coeff13(3)*exp(coeff13(4)*time);... 

coeff21(1)*exp(coeff21(2)*time) + coeff21(3)*exp(coeff21(4)*time),... 
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coeff22(1)*exp(coeff22(2)*time) + coeff22(3)*exp(coeff22(4)*time),... 

coeff23(1)*exp(coeff23(2)*time) + coeff23(3)*exp(coeff23(4)*time);... 

coeff31(1)*exp(coeff31(2)*time) + coeff31(3)*exp(coeff31(4)*time),... 

coeff32(1)*exp(coeff32(2)*time) + coeff32(3)*exp(coeff32(4)*time),... 

coeff33(1)*exp(coeff33(2)*time) + coeff33(3)*exp(coeff33(4)*time);... 

coeff41(1)*exp(coeff41(2)*time) + coeff41(3)*exp(coeff41(4)*time),... 

coeff42(1)*exp(coeff42(2)*time) + coeff42(3)*exp(coeff42(4)*time),... 

coeff43(1)*exp(coeff43(2)*time) + coeff43(3)*exp(coeff43(4)*time);... 

coeff51(1)*exp(coeff51(2)*time) + coeff51(3)*exp(coeff51(4)*time),... 

coeff52(1)*exp(coeff52(2)*time) + coeff52(3)*exp(coeff52(4)*time),... 

coeff53(1)*exp(coeff53(2)*time) + coeff53(3)*exp(coeff53(4)*time)];... 

 

 

 

 

abaqus_k = 

[k_time(5,1),k_time(5,2),k_time(5,3),k_time(4,1),k_time(4,2),... 

    

k_time(4,3),k_time(3,1),k_time(3,2),k_time(3,3),k_time(2,1),k_time(2,2),..

. 

    k_time(2,3),k_time(1,1),k_time(1,2),k_time(1,3)]'; 

 

 

 

k_input = abaqus_k; 

for ii = 1:length(k_input) 

    k = k_input(ii); 

    syms p positive 

    p = solve(k == 182.*(1 - p)./(1 + 3.7.*(p.^2)),p); 

    por(ii,1) = eval(p); 

    clear p 

end 

 

end 
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Appendix C  

MATLAB Code Fluid Analytic Derivations 

Flow calculations: 

clear all, close all, format compact, format long, clc 
% project 3 analytic results 
rho = 997.561; 
mu = 0.000887; 
u_outer = 1.5589426 
u_inner = 4.474839 

  
Dh_outer = (2*.24567)-(2*.24251); 
Dh_inner = (2*.173673)-(2*.15946); 
L = 0.94; 
Volume = 0.94*(pi*(.2425065^2 - .173673^2)) 

  
Re_outer = rho*u_outer*Dh_outer/mu 
Re_inner = rho*u_inner*Dh_inner/mu 
Le_outer = Dh_outer*(Re_outer^(1/6)) 
Le_inner = Dh_inner*(Re_inner^(1/6)) 
f_outer = (0.790*log(Re_outer) - 1.64)^-2 
f_inner = (0.790*log(Re_inner) - 1.64)^-2 
dP_outer = (f_outer*(L/Dh_outer)*u_outer^2*rho)/2 
dP_inner = (f_inner*(L/Dh_inner)*u_inner^2*rho)/2 
Pr1 = 5.9914; 
Pr2 = 4.891359; 

  
Nu_outer = (f_outer/8)*(Re_outer-1000)*Pr1/(1 + 

(12.7*(sqrt((f_outer/8)))*(Pr1^(2/3)-1))) 
Nu_inner = (f_inner/8)*(Re_inner-1000)*Pr1/(1 + 

(12.7*(sqrt((f_inner/8)))*(Pr1^(2/3)-1))) 

  
h_inner = Nu_inner*0.620271/Dh_inner 

  
h_outer = Nu_outer*0.620271/Dh_outer 
 

 

Temperature Calculations: 
clear all, close all, format compact, clc 

  
% temperature is used as a boundary condition through r 
ri = .173673; ro = .2425065; % meters 
k = 182; % W/mK 
h_in = 7468.158; 
h_ou = 4192.319; 
T_in = 38.12575; 
T_out = 41.00187; 
r_plot = linspace(ri,ro,300);  
E = 308792789410.279; 
v = 0.0309;         % Poisson's ratio 
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a = 0.000011602;    % alpha, thermal expansion 
q = 4.65e6; 

 
syms C1 C2 Th_ri Th_ro r 
% q''', W/m3 HEU & LEU 
q3 = -r*q; 
int1q = int(q3,r); 
q2 = int1q + C1; 

  
dTdr = q2/(k*r); 
dTdr_eq = symfun(dTdr,[C1 r]); 
Tsyms = int(dTdr, r) + C2; 
t_func = matlabFunction(Tsyms); % Kelvins 

  
Th_ri = solve(h_in*(Th_ri - T_in)/k == dTdr_eq(C1, ri),Th_ri); 
Th_ri_func = matlabFunction(Th_ri); 

  
Th_ro = solve(-h_ou*(Th_ro - T_out)/k == dTdr_eq(C1, ro),Th_ro); 
Th_ro_func = matlabFunction(Th_ro); 

  
C1 = solve(t_func(C1,C2,ri) == Th_ri,C1); 
C1_func = matlabFunction(C1); 

  
C2 = solve(t_func(C1,C2,ro) == Th_ro,C2); 
C2_func = matlabFunction(C2); 

  
C1_new = C1_func(C2); 
clear C1, syms C1 
C1_solve = solve(C1_new == C1, C1); 

  
C1_value = double(C1_solve); 
C2_value = C2_func(C1_value); 

  

   
T_all(1,:) = (t_func(C1_value, C2_value, r_plot)); 
T_max = max(T_all(1,:)) 
T_ri = (t_func(C1_value, C2_value, ri)) 
T_ro = (t_func(C1_value, C2_value, ro)) 
T_kel = t_func(C1_value, C2_value,r); 
T_fun = matlabFunction(T_kel); 
FcnArray(1) = {T_fun}; 
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Appendix D  

Figures for CFD study results and Excel data 

Residuals 

 

Appendix Fig.  D-1.   Results for cell count 173,099. 
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Appendix Fig.  D-2.   Results for cell count 1,270,947. 

 

 

Appendix Fig.  D-3.   Results for cell count 1,924,483. 
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Appendix Fig.  D-4.   Results for cell count 2,202,386. 

 

 

Appendix Fig.  D-5.   Results for cell count 2,710,502. 
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Appendix Fig.  D-6.   Results for cell count 10,373,986.  
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y+ Results  

 

Appendix Fig.  D-7.   y+ results for cell count 173,099. 

 

Appendix Fig.  D-8.   y+ results for cell count 1,270,947. 
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Appendix Fig.  D-9.   y+ results for cell count 1,924,483. 

 

 

Appendix Fig.  D-10.   y+ results for cell count 2,202,386. 

 

Appendix Fig.  D-11.   y+ results for cell count 2,710,502. 
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Appendix Fig.  D-12.   y+ results for cell count 10,373,986.  
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Appendix Table D-1.   Complete data from CFD study. 

Trial Inner 

Flow 

Base 

Size 

(m) 

Inner Flow 

Prism 

Inner 

Flow 

Prism 

Layers 

Outer 

Flow 

Base Size 

(m) 

Outer 

Flow 

Prism 

Outer 

Flow 

Prism 

Layers 

Solid 

Base 

Size (m) 

Inner gap 

cells 

Outer 

Gap Cells 

Solid 

Cells 

1 0.1 0.01 10 0.1 0.01 10 0.01 5032 2,888 165,179 

2 0.05 0.005 10 0.05 0.005 10 0.005 130416 152,752 987,779 

3 0.03 0.003 10 0.03 0.001 10 0.005 384024 552,680 987,779 

4 0.025 0.001 10 0.025 0.0025 10 0.005 476659 737,948 987,779 

5 0.025 0.001 10 0.02 0.001 10 0.005 476659 1,246,064 987,779 

6 0.025 0.001 10 0.0075 0.00075 10 0.005 476659 8,909,548 987,779 

 Trial SUM of all 

cells 

Inner 

Relative 

Pressure 

Error 

Outer 

Relative 

Pressure 

Error 

Inner 

Relative 

Velocity 

Error 

Outer 

Relative 

Velocity 

Error 

STAR-

CCM 

Temp. 

(C) 

MATLAB 

Temp (C) 

Inner 

Heat 

Transfer 

Coeff 

W/m²K 

Outer 

Heat 

Transfer 

Coeff 

W/m²K 

 1 173,099 0.119327 0.675802 0.03378 0.9576 90.736 80.25 22,540 883 

 2 1,270,947 0.112891 0.047268 0.03285 0.0949 56.590 47.97 28,291 7,602 

 3 1,924,483 0.066103 0.042418 0.01945 0.0829 56.330 47.50 30,566 7,790 

 4 2,202,386 0.014105 0.039725 0.00705 0.0803 56.183 47.89 27,245 7,790 

 5 2,710,502 0.014002 0.040205 0.00703 0.0780 56.472 47.41 27,318 8,243 

 6 10,373,986 0.014005 0.002313 0.00703 0.0006 54.419 45.31 27,759 10,841 
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Appendix E  

Data Provided by MURR 

Drawings 

 

Appendix Fig.  E-1.  MURR assembly drawing of beryllium reflector with beam port holes (2). 
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Appendix Fig.  E-2.  MURR beryllium reflector drawing with beam port holes. 

 

 

Appendix Fig.  E-3.  Hole dimensions and location of beam port holes in MURR's beryllium reflector. 
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Appendix Fig.  E-4.  Current MURR drawing of beryllium reflector assembly. 
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Total Gamma Heating 

Appendix Table E-1.  Total gamma heating (W/cm3) MCNP results for the fine density – HEU. 

Watts/cm3 Inner Be  

ring 

division 

Inner Be  

ring 

division 

Inner Be  

ring 

division 

Middle Be  

ring 

division 

Middle Be  

ring 

division 

Middle Be  

ring 

division 

Outer Be  

ring 

division 

Outer Be  

ring 

division 

Outer Be  

ring 

division 

height 

1 (cm) 

height 2  

(cm) 

Sub-

division set 

1 (0 - 0.76 

cm) 

Sub-

division set 

2 (0.76 - 

1.52 cm) 

Sub-

division set 

3 (1.52- 

2.28 cm) 

Sub-

division set 

1 (2.28 - 

3.04cm) 

Sub-

division set 

2 (3.04 - 

3.80cm) 

Sub-

division set 

3 (3.80 - 

4.56cm) 

Sub-

division set 

1 (4.56 - 

5.32 cm) 

Sub-

division set 

2 (5.32- 

6.08 cm) 

Sub-division 

set 3 (6.08 - 

6.84 cm) 

91.44 93.98 0.264 0.254 0.248 0.246 0.236 0.227 0.218 0.208 0.198 

88.9 91.44 0.356 0.342 0.332 0.323 0.310 0.296 0.281 0.266 0.251 

86.36 88.9 0.478 0.455 0.436 0.426 0.403 0.382 0.360 0.340 0.320 

83.82 86.36 0.640 0.604 0.578 0.561 0.527 0.494 0.463 0.433 0.404 

81.28 83.82 0.866 0.813 0.769 0.734 0.684 0.638 0.593 0.552 0.511 

78.74 81.28 1.190 1.095 1.017 0.966 0.892 0.819 0.755 0.697 0.641 

76.2 78.74 1.595 1.444 1.331 1.242 1.129 1.031 0.943 0.860 0.784 

73.66 76.2 2.029 1.824 1.661 1.545 1.397 1.263 1.146 1.040 0.943 

71.12 73.66 2.516 2.245 2.028 1.871 1.679 1.515 1.369 1.236 1.114 

68.58 71.12 3.037 2.688 2.414 2.210 1.979 1.773 1.594 1.435 1.290 

66.04 68.58 3.508 3.096 2.769 2.532 2.257 2.019 1.811 1.623 1.456 

63.5 66.04 3.927 3.457 3.090 2.823 2.513 2.246 2.008 1.799 1.609 

60.96 63.5 4.303 3.788 3.383 3.085 2.745 2.452 2.190 1.960 1.754 

58.42 60.96 4.620 4.065 3.631 3.315 2.950 2.629 2.347 2.098 1.875 

55.88 58.42 5.199 4.575 4.079 3.717 3.304 2.945 2.625 2.339 2.085 

53.34 55.88 5.321 4.683 4.185 3.815 3.383 3.013 2.687 2.395 2.134 

50.8 53.34 5.397 4.748 4.238 3.862 3.431 3.056 2.725 2.432 2.166 

48.26 50.8 5.423 4.769 4.256 3.875 3.441 3.066 2.736 2.440 2.174 

45.72 48.26 5.376 4.733 4.225 3.853 3.422 3.047 2.718 2.428 2.166 

43.18 45.72 5.274 4.639 4.144 3.778 3.360 2.993 2.671 2.386 2.132 

40.64 43.18 5.102 4.491 4.013 3.661 3.256 2.903 2.594 2.321 2.075 

38.1 40.64 4.885 4.307 3.849 3.506 3.117 2.783 2.489 2.227 1.989 

35.56 38.1 4.996 4.394 3.920 3.572 3.175 2.826 2.518 2.246 2.001 

33.02 35.56 4.760 4.190 3.739 3.403 3.022 2.690 2.398 2.139 1.905 

30.48 33.02 4.473 3.937 3.513 3.204 2.846 2.535 2.262 2.016 1.793 

27.94 30.48 4.143 3.643 3.252 2.961 2.628 2.342 2.088 1.866 1.663 

25.4 27.94 3.767 3.313 2.960 2.698 2.397 2.137 1.910 1.706 1.524 

22.86 25.4 3.346 2.948 2.633 2.400 2.135 1.904 1.705 1.526 1.364 

20.32 22.86 2.872 2.529 2.264 2.072 1.848 1.655 1.482 1.332 1.196 

17.78 20.32 2.294 2.025 1.820 1.658 1.485 1.335 1.196 1.076 0.967 

15.24 17.78 1.715 1.551 1.421 1.313 1.188 1.077 0.974 0.884 0.802 

12.7 15.24 1.244 1.147 1.068 1.004 0.920 0.845 0.771 0.707 0.646 

10.16 12.7 0.908 0.849 0.801 0.761 0.706 0.654 0.603 0.559 0.514 

7.62 10.16 0.674 0.636 0.606 0.579 0.543 0.507 0.470 0.437 0.407 

5.08 7.62 0.502 0.478 0.457 0.440 0.416 0.392 0.366 0.344 0.322 

2.54 5.08 0.372 0.356 0.346 0.336 0.319 0.302 0.282 0.267 0.253 

0 2.54 0.282 0.270 0.261 0.253 0.242 0.231 0.219 0.208 0.196 
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Appendix Table E-2.   Total gamma heating (W/cm3) MCNP results for the fine density – LEU. 

Watts/cm3 Inner Be  

ring 

division 

Inner Be  

ring 

division 

Inner Be  

ring 

division 

Middle Be  

ring 

division 

Middle Be  

ring 

division 

Middle Be  

ring 

division 

Outer Be  

ring 

division 

Outer Be  

ring 

division 

Outer Be  

ring division 

height 1 

(cm) 

height 2 

(cm) 

Sub-

division set 

1 (0 - 0.76 

cm) 

Sub-

division set 

2 (0.76 - 

1.52 cm) 

Sub-

division set 

3 (1.52- 

2.28 cm) 

Sub-

division set 

1 (2.28 - 

3.04cm) 

Sub-

division set 

2 (3.04 - 

3.80cm) 

Sub-

division set 

3 (3.80 - 

4.56cm) 

Sub-

division set 

1 (4.56 - 

5.32 cm) 

Sub-

division set 

2 (5.32- 

6.08 cm) 

Sub-division 

set 3 (6.08 - 

6.84 cm) 

91.44 93.98 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.12 

88.9 91.44 0.23 0.23 0.22 0.21 0.20 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.16 

86.36 88.9 0.32 0.31 0.29 0.28 0.26 0.25 0.23 0.22 0.21 

83.82 86.36 0.43 0.41 0.39 0.37 0.35 0.33 0.30 0.28 0.26 

81.28 83.82 0.59 0.55 0.52 0.49 0.45 0.42 0.39 0.36 0.33 

78.74 81.28 0.80 0.74 0.69 0.65 0.59 0.54 0.50 0.46 0.42 

76.2 78.74 1.10 0.99 0.91 0.84 0.77 0.70 0.63 0.58 0.53 

73.66 76.2 1.47 1.32 1.20 1.10 0.99 0.90 0.81 0.73 0.66 

71.12 73.66 1.86 1.66 1.50 1.37 1.23 1.10 0.98 0.88 0.80 

68.58 71.12 2.28 2.02 1.81 1.64 1.46 1.31 1.16 1.04 0.93 

66.04 68.58 2.68 2.36 2.11 1.90 1.69 1.50 1.33 1.19 1.06 

63.5 66.04 3.03 2.67 2.38 2.14 1.90 1.69 1.49 1.33 1.19 

60.96 63.5 3.34 2.94 2.62 2.36 2.09 1.86 1.63 1.46 1.30 

58.42 60.96 3.60 3.17 2.83 2.54 2.25 2.00 1.76 1.57 1.40 

55.88 58.42 3.84 3.38 2.93 2.69 2.38 2.12 1.86 1.66 1.48 

53.34 55.88 4.00 3.53 3.07 2.82 2.50 2.22 1.95 1.73 1.54 

50.8 53.34 4.14 3.64 3.17 2.90 2.57 2.28 2.00 1.78 1.59 

48.26 50.8 4.23 3.72 3.23 2.96 2.63 2.33 2.05 1.82 1.62 

45.72 48.26 4.26 3.75 3.25 2.98 2.65 2.35 2.06 1.83 1.63 

43.18 45.72 4.25 3.74 3.25 2.98 2.64 2.34 2.05 1.82 1.62 

40.64 43.18 4.18 3.68 3.20 2.93 2.60 2.30 2.02 1.79 1.59 

38.1 40.64 4.08 3.59 3.20 2.85 2.53 2.24 1.97 1.75 1.55 

35.56 38.1 3.92 3.44 3.07 2.74 2.43 2.16 1.89 1.68 1.49 

33.02 35.56 3.73 3.28 2.92 2.61 2.31 2.05 1.80 1.60 1.42 

30.48 33.02 3.49 3.07 2.74 2.45 2.17 1.92 1.69 1.50 1.33 

27.94 30.48 3.23 2.84 2.53 2.26 2.00 1.78 1.56 1.39 1.23 

25.4 27.94 2.93 2.57 2.29 2.05 1.81 1.61 1.42 1.26 1.12 

22.86 25.4 2.59 2.28 2.03 1.81 1.61 1.43 1.26 1.12 1.00 

20.32 22.86 2.21 1.95 1.74 1.55 1.38 1.23 1.08 0.96 0.86 

17.78 20.32 1.72 1.52 1.36 1.23 1.10 0.99 0.88 0.79 0.71 

15.24 17.78 1.27 1.15 1.05 0.96 0.87 0.79 0.71 0.64 0.58 

12.7 15.24 0.91 0.84 0.78 0.73 0.67 0.62 0.56 0.51 0.47 

10.16 12.7 0.66 0.62 0.58 0.55 0.51 0.47 0.44 0.40 0.37 

7.62 10.16 0.49 0.46 0.44 0.42 0.39 0.37 0.34 0.31 0.29 

5.08 7.62 0.36 0.34 0.33 0.31 0.30 0.28 0.26 0.25 0.23 

2.54 5.08 0.27 0.26 0.25 0.24 0.23 0.21 0.20 0.19 0.18 

0 2.54 0.20 0.19 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.14 
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Appendix F  

Sample ABAQUS input file 

*Heading 

** Job name: 7692_knoE Model name: REFL3D_BP_7_692years-NOE 

** Generated by: Abaqus/CAE 6.13-3 

*Preprint, echo=NO, model=NO, history=NO, contact=NO 

** 

** PARTS 

** 

*Part, name=REFL3D_BP 

*End Part 

**   

** 

** ASSEMBLY 

** 

*Assembly, name=Assembly 

**   

*Instance, name=REFL3D_BP-1, part=REFL3D_BP 

          0.,           0.,           0. 

          0.,           0.,           0., -0.710564769040546, 

0.497542776836565, 0.497542776836565, 109.207480214281 

*Node 

      1,  0.122805357,  0.122805357,           0. 

      2,  0.122805357,  0.122805357,  0.939999998 

      3, 0.0593996644,  0.163199231,  0.939999998 

      4, 0.0593996644,  0.163199231,           0. 

      5,  0.171478346,  0.171478346,  0.939999998 

      6, 0.0829422772,  0.227882043,  0.939999998 

      7, 0.0829422772,  0.227882043,           0. 

      8,  0.171478346,  0.171478346,           0. 

      9, -0.122805357, -0.122805357,  0.939999998 

     10, -0.122805357, -0.122805357,           0. 

 . 

 . 

 . 

 . 

 . 

1394173, 259808, 260564, 260562, 260410 

1394174, 259808, 260562, 258947, 260410 

1394175, 262152, 258947, 255130, 258945 

*Nset, nset=_PickedSet4, internal, generate 

      1,  262630,       1 

*Elset, elset=_PickedSet4, internal, generate 

      1, 1394175,       1 

** Section: Section-1 

*Solid Section, elset=_PickedSet4, material=Beryllium 

, 

*End Instance 

**   

*Transform, nset="_T-Datum csys-2" 
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0.642787609686539,           0., -0.766044443118978, -0.766044443118978,           

0., -0.642787609686539 

*End Assembly 

**  

** MATERIALS 

**  

** swelling, k(p), 

*Material, name=Beryllium 

*Conductivity, dependencies=2 

 81.9256, , 0.185145,    0.102 

 87.3395, ,  0.20809,    0.102 

 97.2985, , 0.231034,    0.102 

 49.7675, , 0.185145,    0.292 

 52.8428, ,  0.20809,    0.292 

 60.5122, , 0.231034,    0.292 

 47.4432, , 0.185145,    0.483 

 48.8331, ,  0.20809,    0.483 

 53.2584, , 0.231034,    0.483 

 52.9755, , 0.185145,    0.673 

 56.4789, ,  0.20809,    0.673 

 64.1395, , 0.231034,    0.673 

 123.921, , 0.185145,    0.851 

 122.306, ,  0.20809,    0.851 

 125.036, , 0.231034,    0.851 

*Density 

1850., 

*Elastic 

 2.96605e+11, 0.0309 

*Expansion 

 1.1602e-05, 

*Plastic 

 2.09406e+08,      0. 

 2.07647e+08, 0.19608 

 2.10767e+08, 0.26184 

 2.15439e+08, 0.45853 

 2.24793e+08, 0.72119 

 2.37247e+08, 1.31106 

 2.51264e+08, 1.90112 

 2.62165e+08, 2.36007 

 2.73062e+08, 2.88437 

 2.82396e+08, 3.40846 

 2.90168e+08, 3.93235 

 2.97929e+08, 4.58696 

 3.04133e+08, 5.17601 

 3.10337e+08, 5.76506 

 3.18088e+08, 6.55038 

 3.22714e+08,  7.3353 

  3.2734e+08, 8.12023 

 3.30425e+08, 8.64353 

 3.31936e+08, 9.29733 

 3.35005e+08, 10.0166 

 3.38079e+08, 10.6706 

 3.38043e+08, 11.1281 

 3.39559e+08, 11.7166 
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 3.39519e+08, 12.2394 

 3.39468e+08,  12.893 

 3.40989e+08, 13.4161 

 3.39381e+08, 14.0041 

 3.40897e+08, 14.5925 

 3.39309e+08, 14.9191 

 3.36164e+08, 15.1802 

 3.31466e+08, 15.3103 

 3.28336e+08, 15.3752 

 3.23644e+08,   15.44 

*Specific Heat 

1925., 

*Swelling, dependencies=2 

 1.44233e-16, , 0.185145,    0.102 

 8.49662e-17, ,  0.20809,    0.102 

 5.24322e-17, , 0.231034,    0.102 

 9.91962e-16, , 0.185145,    0.292 

 5.16462e-16, ,  0.20809,    0.292 

 2.75365e-16, , 0.231034,    0.292 

 1.31536e-15, , 0.185145,    0.483 

 6.78921e-16, ,  0.20809,    0.483 

 3.60099e-16, , 0.231034,    0.483 

 1.16105e-15, , 0.185145,    0.673 

 5.98086e-16, ,  0.20809,    0.673 

 3.14303e-16, , 0.231034,    0.673 

 2.74217e-16, , 0.185145,    0.851 

 1.56019e-16, ,  0.20809,    0.851 

 8.96097e-17, , 0.231034,    0.851 

**  

** PREDEFINED FIELDS 

**  

** Name: initial_temp   Type: Temperature 

*Initial Conditions, type=TEMPERATURE 

_PickedSet10, 293.15 

** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 

**  

** STEP: CTD 

**  

*Step, name=CTD, nlgeom=NO, inc=300 

*Coupled Temperature-displacement, creep=none, steady state 

252100., 4.71337e+08, 3600., 4.71337e+08 

**  

** BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

**  

** Name: sym Type: Symmetry/Antisymmetry/Encastre 

*Boundary 

_PickedSet122, ZSYMM 

** Name: xsym_top Type: Symmetry/Antisymmetry/Encastre 

*Boundary 

_PickedSet120, XSYMM 

** Name: ysym_top Type: Symmetry/Antisymmetry/Encastre 

*Boundary 

_PickedSet121, YSYMM 

**  
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** LOADS 

**  

** Name: gravity   Type: Gravity 

*Dload 

_PickedSet196, GRAV, 9.81, 0., -1., 0. 

** Name: thermal   Type: Body heat flux Using Field: 

HEU_GammaHeatingSurfaceFit 

*Dflux 

REFL3D_BP-1.1, BF, 3.17915e+06 

REFL3D_BP-1.2, BF, 2.87216e+06 

REFL3D_BP-1.3, BF, 5.16742e+06 

REFL3D_BP-1.4, BF, 2.93289e+06 

 . 

 . 

 . 

 . 

REFL3D_BP-1.1394170, BF, 308556. 

REFL3D_BP-1.1394171, BF, 282742. 

REFL3D_BP-1.1394172, BF, 278827. 

REFL3D_BP-1.1394173, BF, 315816. 

REFL3D_BP-1.1394174, BF, 327978. 

REFL3D_BP-1.1394175, BF, 346884. 

**  

** INTERACTIONS 

**  

** Interaction: inner_coolant 

*Sfilm 

_PickedSurf123, F, 310.928, 27300. 

** Interaction: outer_coolant 

*Sfilm 

_PickedSurf124, F, 310.928, 10000. 

**  

** OUTPUT REQUESTS 

**  

*Restart, write, frequency=0 

**  

** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 

**  

*Output, field 

*Node Output 

NT, RF, U 

*Element Output, directions=YES 

HFL, MISES, PE, S, PEEQ 

*Output, history, frequency=0 

*End Step 

** ---------------------------------------------------------------- 

**  

** STEP: VISCO 

**  

*Step, name=VISCO, nlgeom=NO, amplitude=RAMP, inc=300, unsymm=YES 

*Visco, cetol=0.1 

3600., 2.42575e+08, 240., 2.42575e+08 

**  

** OUTPUT REQUESTS 
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** 

*Restart, write, frequency=0

**  

** FIELD OUTPUT: F-Output-1 

**  

*Output, field

*Node Output

NT, RF, U 

*Element Output, directions=YES

MISES, PE, S, PEEQ 

*Output, history, frequency=0

*End Step
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